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Application-Specific Optimizations for Efficient AI Computing
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Point cloud: 3D spatial redundancy (this lecture) Videos: temporal redundancy

GANs: 2D spatial redundancy NLP: token redundancy

http://semantic-kitti.org
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Lecture Plan
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1. 3D sensor and point clouds;

2. Different ways of representing and processing 3D 

data;

3. Efficient algorithms for deep learning on point 

clouds;

4. Efficient system and hardware support for deep 

learning on point clouds.

Today we will cover:

https://efficientml.ai
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3D Sensors
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Self-Driving Cars

DronesiPhones & iPads

VR Headsets

https://efficientml.ai
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3D Sensors
LiDAR
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LiDAR Sensor
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Data: 3D Point Clouds
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3D Point Cloud 
An unordered set of points: (x, y, z, intensity)

A point cloud  is a collection of 3D points , each with  dimensional feature .P = {(p, f )} p = [x, y, z] C f ∈ ℝC

https://efficientml.ai
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Applications
Augmented Reality (AR)
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3D Semantic Parsing of Large-Scale Indoor Spaces [Armeni et al., CVPR 2016]

RandLA-Net: Efficient Semantic Segmentation of Large-Scale Point Clouds [Hu et al., CVPR 2020]

https://efficientml.ai
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Applications
Autonomous Driving
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Vision meets robotics: The KITTI dataset [Geiger et al., IJRR 2013]

https://efficientml.ai
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Applications
Particle Discovery
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Application: High-Energy Particle Physics
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analogy

High-Granularity 
Calorimeter 

(HGCAL)
Input: (x, y, z, E, t) 

Output: particle types

Particle Segmentation

Input: (x, y, z, I) 
Output: classes

Scene Segmentation

https://efficientml.ai
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Challenges
Sparsity and Irregularity
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Cat image from the ImageNet dataset and point cloud sample from the SemanticKITTI dataset.

Images:

- Dense and regular

- Can be processed by conventional 

CNNs

Point clouds:

- Extremely sparse (sometimes <0.1% 

density)

- Irregularly stored in memory

- Usually processed by specialized 

operators and systems

https://efficientml.ai
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Challenges
Limited Computational Resources
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Searching Efficient 3D Architectures with Sparse Point-Voxel Convolution [Tang et al., ECCV 2020]

VR/AR Headsets Self-Driving Cars

 A full backpack of computers!  A whole trunk of workstations!

However, these point cloud deep understanding models 

must be deployed on resource-constrained edge devices.

https://efficientml.ai
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Representing 3D Data
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1.3 Point Cloud1.1 Multi-view images

1.2 Voxels, 1.4 Sparse Voxels

1.5 Octree

Vo
xe

lize

Voxelize

Projection
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1.1 Pseudo / Multi-View Images
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Project 3D Point Cloud into Image-Like Representation

https://efficientml.ai
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Multi-View Images
Converting point cloud understanding to image understanding

• Multi-view images can be obtained by rendering the point cloud from different viewing angles.

• One can apply standard 2D CNN on each rendered image and aggregate the results with average 

/ max pooling to obtain the final predictions.

15
Volumetric and Multi-View CNNs for Object Classification on 3D Data [Qi et al., CVPR 2016]

volumetric CNNs on 3D shape classification. This result

has also closed the gap between volumetric CNNs and

multi-view CNNs, when they are provided with 3D input
discretized at 30⇥30⇥30 3D resolution. The first network
introduces auxiliary learning tasks by classifying part of an
object, which help to scrutize details of 3D objects more
deeply. The second network uses long anisotropic kernels
to probe for long-distance interactions. Combining data
augmentation with a multi-orientation pooling, we observe
significant performance improvement for both networks.
We also conduct extensive experiments to study the in-
fluence of volume resolution, which sheds light on future
directions of improving volumetric CNNs.

Furthermore, we introduce a new multi-resolution com-
ponent to multi-view CNNs, which improves their already
compelling performance.

In addition to providing extensive experiments on 3D
CAD model datasets, we also introduce a dataset of real-
world 3D data, constructed using dense 3D reconstruction
taken with [25]. Experiments show that our networks can
better adapt from synthetic data to this real-world data than
previous methods.

2. Related Work

Shape Descriptors A large variety of shape descriptors
has been developed in the computer vision and graphics
community. For instance, shapes can be represented as
histograms or bag-of-feature models which are constructed
from surface normals and curvatures [13]. Alternatives
include models based on distances, angles, triangle areas, or
tetrahedra volumes [26], local shape diameters measured at
densely-sampled surface points [3], Heat kernel signatures
[1, 19], or extensions of SIFT and SURF feature descriptors
to 3D voxel grids [18]. The spherical harmonic descriptor
(SPH) [17] and the Light Field descriptor (LFD) [4] are
other popular descriptors. LFD extracts geometric and
Fourier descriptors from object silhouettes rendered from
several different viewpoints, and can be directly applied to
the shape classification task. In contrast to recently devel-
oped feature learning techniques, these features are hand-
crafted and do not generalize well across different domains.

Convolutional Neural Networks Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs) [21] have been successfully used in dif-
ferent areas of computer vision and beyond. In particu-
lar, significant progress has been made in the context of
learning features. It turns out that training from large
RGB image datasets (e.g., ImageNet [6]) is able to learn
general purpose image descriptors that outperform hand-
crafted features for a number of vision tasks, including
object detection, scene recognition, texture recognition and
classification [7, 10, 27, 5, 12]. This significant improve-

3D Shape

Multi-View Sphere RenderingMulti-View Standard Rendering

Volumetric Occupancy Grid

Figure 1. 3D shape representations.

ment in performance on these tasks has decidedly moved
the field forward.

CNNs on Depth and 3D Data With the introduction
of commodity range sensors, the depth channel became
available to provide additional information that could be
incorporated into common CNN architectures. A very first
approach combines convolutional and recursive neural net-
works for learning features and classifying RGB-D images
[30]. Impressive performance for object detection from
RGB-D images has been achieved using a geocentric em-
bedding for depth images that encodes height above ground
and angle with gravity for each pixel in addition to the
horizontal disparity [11]. Recently, a CNN architecture has
been proposed where the RGB and depth data are processed
in two separate streams; in the end, the two streams are
combined with a late fusion network [8]. All these descrip-
tors operate on single RGB-D images, thus processing 2.5D
data.

Wu et al. [33] lift 2.5D to 3D with their 3DShapeNets
approach by categorizing each voxel as free space, surface
or occluded, depending on whether it is in front of, on, or
behind the visible surface (i.e., the depth value) from the
depth map. The resulting representation is a 3D binary
voxel grid, which is the input to a CNN with 3D filter
banks. Their method is particularly relevant in the context
of this work, as they are the first to apply CNNs on a 3D
representation. A similar approach is VoxNet [24], which
also uses binary voxel grids and a corresponding 3D CNN
architecture. The advantage of these approaches is that it
can process different sources of 3D data, including LiDAR
point clouds, RGB-D point clouds, and CAD models; we
likewise follow this direction.

An alternative direction is to exploit established 2D CNN
architectures; to this end, 2D data is extracted from the
3D representation. In this context, DeepPano [28] converts
3D shapes into panoramic views; i.e., a cylinder projection
around its principle axis. Current state-of-the-art uses mul-
tiple rendered views, and trains a CNN that can process

https://efficientml.ai
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Range Images
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SqueezeSeg: Convolutional Neural Nets with Recurrent CRF for Real-Time Road-Object Segmentation from 3D LiDAR Point Cloud [Wu et al., ICRA 2018]

SalsaNext: Fast, Uncertainty-aware Semantic Segmentation of LiDAR Point Clouds for Autonomous Driving [Cortinhal et al., arXiv 2020]

tainty and the number of points that each class has in the
entire Semantic-KITTI test dataset. This plot has diagonally
distributed samples, which clearly shows that the network
becomes less certain about rare classes represented by low
number of points (e.g. motorcyclist and motorcycle). There
also exists, to some degree, an inverse correlation between
the obtained uncertainty and the segmentation accuracy:
when the network predicts an incorrect label, the uncertainty
becomes high as in the case of motorcyclist which has the
lowest IoU score (19.4%) in Table I.

C. Qualitative Results

For the qualitative evaluation, Fig. 4 shows some sample
semantic segmentation and uncertainty results generated by
SalsaNext on the Semantic-KITTI test set.

In this figure, only for visualization purposes, segmented
object points are also projected back to the respective camera
image. We, here, emphasize that these camera images have
not been used for training of SalsaNext. As depicted in
Fig. 4, SalsaNext can, to a great extent, distinguish road,
car, and other object points. In Fig. 4, we additionally show
the estimated epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty values
projected on the camera image for the sake of clarity. Here,
the light blue points indicate the highest uncertainty whereas
darker points represent more certain predictions. In line with
Fig. 3, we obtain high epistemic uncertainty for rare classes
such as other-ground as shown in the last frame in Fig. 4. We
also observe that high level of aleatoric uncertainty mainly
appears around segment boundaries (see the second frame
in Fig. 4) and on distant objects (e.g. last frame in Fig. 4).
In the supplementary video1, we provide more qualitative
results.

1https://youtu.be/MlSaIcD9ItU

mean IoU mean IoU Number of
(w/o kNN) (+kNN) Parameters FLOPs

SalsaNet [1] 43.5 44.8 6.58 M 51.60 G
+ context module 44.7 46.0 6.64 M 69.20 G
+ central dropout 44.6 46.3 6.64 M 69.20 G
+ average pooling 47.7 49.9 5.85 M 66.78 G
+ dilated convolution 48.2 50.4 9.25 M 161.60 G
+ Pixel-Shuffle 50.4 53.0 6.73 M 125.68 G
+ Lovász-Softmax loss 56.6 59.5 6.73 M 125.68 G

TABLE II
ABLATIVE ANALYSIS.

D. Ablation Study
In this ablative analysis, we investigate the individual

contribution of each improvements over the original SalsaNet
model. Table II shows the total number of model parameters
and FLOPs (Floating Point Operations) with the obtained
mIoU scores on the Semantic-KITTI test set before and after
applying the kNN-based post processing (see section III-F).

As depicted in Table II, each of our contributions on
SalsaNet has a unique improvement in the accuracy. The
post processing step leads to a certain jump (around 2%) in
the accuracy. The peak in the model parameters is observed
when dilated convolution stack is introduced in the encoder,
which is vastly reduced after adding the pixel-shuffle layers
in the decoder. Combining the weighted cross-entropy loss
with Lovász-Softmax leads to the highest increment in the
accuracy as the Jaccard index is directly optimized. We can
achieve the highest accuracy score of 59.5% by having only
2.2% (i.e. 0.15M) extra parameters compared to the original
SalsaNet model. Table II also shows that the number of
FLOPs is correlated with the number of parameters. We note
that adding the epistemic and aleatoric uncertainty compu-
tations do not introduce any additional training parameter
since they are computed after the network is trained.

Fig. 4. Sample qualitative results showing successes of our proposed SalsaNext method [best view in color]. At the bottom of each scene, the range-view
image of the network response is shown. Note that the corresponding camera images on the right are only for visualization purposes and have not been
used in the training. The top camera image on the right shows the projected segments whereas the middle and bottom images depict the projected epistemic
and aleatoric uncertainties, respectively. Note that the lighter the color is, the more uncertain the network becomes.
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Point Cloud Spherical Projection (Range Images)

0 2π
fdown

-fup

  are the upper/lower bound of vertical field of view of the LiDAR sensorfdown, fup
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Range Images
RangeNet: 3D semantic segmentation on range images

17
RangeNet++: Fast and Accurate LiDAR Semantic Segmentation [Milioto et al., IROS 2019]

Fig. 3: Our fully convolutional semantic segmentation architecture. RangeNet53 is inspired in a Darknet53 Backbone [16].

encoder to the original image resolution, adding also con-
volutional layers to refine these results. At the same time,
after each upsampling we also add skip connections between
different levels of output stride (OS) of the encoder and sum
them to the corresponding output stride feature volume in
the decoder, illustrated by the black arrows, to recover some
of the high-frequency edge information that gets lost during
the downsampling process. After this encoding-decoding
behavior, the last layer of the architecture performs a set
of [1⇥ 1] convolutions. This generates an output volume of
[n⇥ h⇥ w] logits, where n is the number of classes in our
data. The last layer during inference is a softmax function
over the unbounded logits of the form ŷc = elogitcP

c elogitc .
This gives a probability distribution per pixel in the range
image, where logitc is the unbounded output in the slice
corresponding to class c. During training, this network is
optimized end to end using stochastic gradient descent and
a weighted cross-entropy loss L:

L = �
CX

c=1

wc yc log
�
ŷc
�
, where wc =

1

log (fc + ✏)
(2)

penalizes the class c according to the inverse of its fre-
quency fc. This handles imbalanced data, as is the case
for most datasets in semantic segmentation, e.g. the class
“road” represents a significantly larger number of points in
the dataset than the class “pedestrian”.

To extract rich features for our encoder backbone, we
define our RangeNet architectures by modifying the Dark-
net [16] backbone architecture in a way that makes it usable
for our purposes. This backbone was designed with general
image classification and object detection tasks in mind and
is very descriptive, achieving state-of-the-art performance in
several benchmarks for these tasks. However, it was designed
to work with square aspect ratio RGB images. The first
necessary modification to the backbone is to allow the first
channel to take images with 5 channels. As we are dealing
with a sensor that has an array of 64 vertically-placed laser
range-finders producing in the order of 130 000 points per
scan, this leaves us with a range image of around w =
2048 pixels. To retain information in vertical direction, we
therefore only perform downsampling in horizontal direction.
This means that in the encoder, an OS of 32 means a
reduction in w of a factor of 32, but 64 pixels still remain

intact in vertical direction h. To evaluate how well our post-
processing recovers the original point cloud information,
we analyze input sizes of [64 ⇥ 2048], [64 ⇥ 1024], and
[64 ⇥ 512] in our experimental evaluation, which produce
feature volumes at the end of the encoder of size [64⇥ 64],
[64⇥ 32], and [64⇥ 16] respectively.

C. Point Cloud Reconstruction from Range Image

The common practice to map from a range image repre-
sentation to a point cloud is to use the range information,
along with the pixel coordinates and the sensor intrinsic
calibration to realize a mapping ⇧⇤ : R2 7! R3. However,
since we are generating the range image from a point
cloud originally, as stated in Sec. III-A, this could mean
dropping a significant number of points from the original
representation. This is especially critical when using smaller
images in order to make the inference of the CNN faster.
E.g. a scan with 130 000 points projected to a [64 ⇥ 512]
range image will represent only 32 768 points, sampling the
closest point in each pixel’s frustum. Therefore, to infer all
the original points in the semantic cloud representation, we
use all the (u, v) pairs for all the pi obtained during the
initial rendering process and index the range image with the
image coordinates that correspond to each point. This can be
performed extremely fast in the GPU before the next post
processing step takes place, and it results in a semantic label
for each point that was present in the entire input scan, in a
loss-less way.

D. Efficient Point Cloud Post-processing

Unfortunately, the benefits of the expedite semantic seg-
mentation of LiDAR scans through 2D semantic segmen-
tation of range images does not come without draw-backs.
The encoder-decoder hour-glass-like CNNs provide blurry
outputs during inference, which is also a problem for RGB
and RGBD semantic segmentation. Some methods, such
as [21] use a conditional random field over the predictions
in the image domain after the 2D segmentation to eliminate
this “bleeding” of the output labels. Using the softmax prob-
abilities of each pixel as unary potentials for the CRF, and
penalizing jumps in signal and Euclidean distance between
neighboring points. Even though this helps in 2D, it does not
fix the problem after the re-projection to three-dimensional
space, since once the labels are projected into the original

• Similar idea to 2D image segmentation: using a U-net architecture to perform semantic 
segmentation on spherical projections (range images).


• Pros: Can directly utilize 2D CNNs, easy to deploy on hardware;

• Cons: Can introduce geometric distortion, works better for semantic segmentation and requires 

efforts to make it work on detection (RangeDet, ICCV’21).

https://efficientml.ai
https://arxiv.org/abs/2103.10039
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Bird’s Eye View (BEV) Projection
PointPillars: Cartesian projection

18
PointPillars: Fast Encoders for Object Detection from Point Clouds [Lang et al., CVPR 2019]
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Figure 2. Network overview. The main components of the network are a Pillar Feature Network, Backbone, and SSD Detection Head. See
Section 2 for more details. The raw point cloud is converted to a stacked pillar tensor and pillar index tensor. The encoder uses the stacked
pillars to learn a set of features that can be scattered back to a 2D pseudo-image for a convolutional neural network. The features from the
backbone are used by the detection head to predict 3D bounding boxes for objects. Note: here we show the backbone dimensions for the
car network.

In their seminal work Qi et al. [22, 23] proposed a simple
architecture, PointNet, for learning from unordered point
sets, which offered a path to full end-to-end learning. Vox-
elNet [31] is one of the first methods to deploy PointNets
for object detection in lidar point clouds. In their method,
PointNets are applied to voxels which are then processed by
a set of 3D convolutional layers followed by a 2D backbone
and a detection head. This enables end-to-end learning, but
like the earlier work that relied on 3D convolutions, Voxel-
Net is slow, requiring 225ms inference time (4.4 Hz) for a
single point cloud. Another recent method, Frustum Point-
Net [21], uses PointNets to segment and classify the point
cloud in a frustum generated from projecting a detection on
an image into 3D. Frustum PointNet’s achieved high bench-
mark performance compared to other fusion methods, but
its multi-stage design makes end-to-end learning impracti-
cal. Very recently SECOND [28] offered a series of im-
provements to VoxelNet resulting in stronger performance
and a much improved speed of 20 Hz. However, they were
unable to remove the expensive 3D convolutional layers.

1.2. Contributions
• We propose a novel point cloud encoder and network,

PointPillars, that operates on the point cloud to enable
end-to-end training of a 3D object detection network.

• We show how all computations on pillars can be posed
as dense 2D convolutions which enables inference at
62Hz; a factor of 2-4 times faster than other methods.

• We conduct experiments on the KITTI dataset and
demonstrate state of the art results on cars, pedestri-
ans, and cyclists on both BEV and 3D benchmarks.

• We conduct several ablation studies to examine the key
factors that enable a strong detection performance.

2. PointPillars Network
PointPillars accepts point clouds as input and estimates

oriented 3D boxes for cars, pedestrians and cyclists. It con-
sists of three main stages (Figure 2): (1) A feature encoder
network that converts a point cloud to a sparse pseudo-
image; (2) a 2D convolutional backbone to process the
pseudo-image into high-level representation; and (3) a de-
tection head that detects and regresses 3D boxes.

2.1. Pointcloud to Pseudo-Image
To apply a 2D convolutional architecture, we first con-

vert the point cloud to a pseudo-image.
We denote by l a point in a point cloud with coordinates

x, y, z and reflectance r. As a first step the point cloud
is discretized into an evenly spaced grid in the x-y plane,
creating a set of pillars P with |P| = B. Note that there is
no need for a hyper parameter to control the binning in the
z dimension. The points in each pillar are then augmented
with xc, yc, zc, xp and yp where the c subscript denotes
distance to the arithmetic mean of all points in the pillar and
the p subscript denotes the offset from the pillar x, y center.
The augmented lidar point l is now D = 9 dimensional.

The set of pillars will be mostly empty due to sparsity
of the point cloud, and the non-empty pillars will in general
have few points in them. For example, at 0.162 m

2 bins
the point cloud from an HDL-64E Velodyne lidar has 6k-9k
non-empty pillars in the range typically used in KITTI for
⇠ 97% sparsity. This sparsity is exploited by imposing a
limit both on the number of non-empty pillars per sample
(P ) and on the number of points per pillar (N ) to create a
dense tensor of size (D,P,N). If a sample or pillar holds
too much data to fit in this tensor the data is randomly sam-
pled. Conversely, if a sample or pillar has too little data to
populate the tensor, zero padding is applied.

3D scene in the BEV

PointPillars flattens the point cloud in the BEV space and applies PointNet within each grid on the BEV plane. 

After that, the entire feature map is fed through a 2D CNN to produce object detection predictions.


P: number of pillars (~10000), N: maximum points of points within each pillar (20), D/C: input/output channels (10~64).

https://efficientml.ai
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Bird’s Eye View (BEV) Projection
PolarNet: Polar projection

19
PolarNet: An Improved Grid Representation for Online LiDAR Point Clouds Semantic Segmentation [Zhou et al., CVPR 2020]

Figure 2. Overview of our model. For a given LiDAR point cloud, we first quantize the points into grids using their polar BEV coordi-
nates. For each of those grid cells, we use a simplified KNN-free PointNet to transform points in it to a fixed-length representation. The
representation is then assigned to its corresponding location in the ring matrix. We input the matrix to the ring CNN, which is composed
of ring convolution modules. Finally, the CNN outputs a quantized prediction and we decode it to the point domain.

(a) Cartesian BEV (b) Polar BEV

Figure 3. Two BEV quantization strategies. Each grid cell on the
image denotes one feature in a feature map.

tion network to detect objects in 3D point clouds. And it is
later on used in point cloud segmentation [41]. By taking a
2D top-down image as the input, the network outputs a ten-
sor of the same dimensional shape with each spatial location
encoding the class prediction for each voxel along the z-axis
of that location. This elegant approach accelerates the seg-
mentation process by taking advantage of years of research
in 2D CNNs. It also avoids expensive 3D segmentation and
3D graph operations.

The original motivation of the BEV was to represent
the scene with a top-down image to speed up the down-
stream task-specific CNNs. Based on years of experience
designing CNN architectures, researchers choose BEV rep-
resentations to closely resemble the appearance of natural
images so as to maximally utilize the downstream CNNs,
which happen to be designed for natural images. Hence,
initial BEV representations created top-down projections of
the point clouds. Recently, variants of the initial BEV at-
tempt to encode each pixel in the BEV with rich different
heights [38], reflection [28] and even learned representa-
tions [16]. However, one thing remained unchanged: the
BEV methods used a Cartesian grid partition as shown in
Fig. 3(a).

A grid is the fundamental image representation, but it
may not be the best representation for BEV. A BEV is a
compromise between performance and precision. By ob-
serving a BEV image, we immediately notice that points
densely concentrated in the middle grid cells and peripheral
grid cells stay totally empty. Uneven partitioning does not

Figure 4. Grid cell distance from the sensor vs. logarithmically
spaced mean number of points per grid cell. The traditional BEV
representation allocates most of its grid cells to the further end
with few points in them.

only waste computational power, but also limits feature rep-
resentiveness for the center grid cells. Besides, points with
different labels might be assigned to a single cell. The mi-
nor points’ predictions will be suppressed by the majority
in the output since the final prediction is on voxel-level.

3.3. Polar Bird’s-eye-view
How do we address this imbalance? Based on the ring-

like structure presented in the LiDAR scan top-down view,
we present our Polar partitioning replacing the Cartesian
partitioning in Fig. 3.

Instead of quantizing points in a Cartesian coordinate
system, we first calculate each point’s azimuth and radius
on the XY plane with the sensor’s location as the origin.
We then assign points to grid cells based on their quantized
azimuth and radius.

We find the benefit of polar BEV to be twofold. First,
it more evenly distributes the points. To verify this claim,
we computed a statistic on the validation split of the Se-
manticKITTI dataset [1]. As shown in Fig. 4, the points
per polar grid cell is much less than in the Cartesian BEV
when the cell is close to the sensor. This indicates that the
representation for the densely occupied grid is finer. With
the same number of grid cells, the traditional BEV grid cell
has on average 0.7 ± 3.2 points while polar BEV grid cell
has on average 0.7 ± 1.4 points. The difference between
the standard deviations indicates that, overall, the points are
more evenly distributed across the polar BEV grids.

The second benefit of the polar BEV is that the more bal-

• From Cartesian coordinates to polar 
coordinates on the xy (BEV) plane:


• ,


• .


• Polar grids are in higher resolution at the 
origin compared with Cartesian BEV. As a 
result, usually polar BEV methods require 
smaller feature map sizes to achieve the 
same level of accuracy compared with 
Cartesian BEV methods.

ρ = x2 + y2

θ = arctan
y
x
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Bird’s Eye View (BEV) Projection
PolarNet: Polar projection

20
PolarNet: An Improved Grid Representation for Online LiDAR Point Clouds Semantic Segmentation [Zhou et al., CVPR 2020]
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Ring CNN

PredictionRing-connected 
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Figure 2. Overview of our model. For a given LiDAR point cloud, we first quantize the points into grids using their polar BEV coordi-
nates. For each of those grid cells, we use a simplified KNN-free PointNet to transform points in it to a fixed-length representation. The
representation is then assigned to its corresponding location in the ring matrix. We input the matrix to the ring CNN, which is composed
of ring convolution modules. Finally, the CNN outputs a quantized prediction and we decode it to the point domain.

(a) Cartesian BEV (b) Polar BEV

Figure 3. Two BEV quantization strategies. Each grid cell on the
image denotes one feature in a feature map.

tion network to detect objects in 3D point clouds. And it is
later on used in point cloud segmentation [41]. By taking a
2D top-down image as the input, the network outputs a ten-
sor of the same dimensional shape with each spatial location
encoding the class prediction for each voxel along the z-axis
of that location. This elegant approach accelerates the seg-
mentation process by taking advantage of years of research
in 2D CNNs. It also avoids expensive 3D segmentation and
3D graph operations.

The original motivation of the BEV was to represent
the scene with a top-down image to speed up the down-
stream task-specific CNNs. Based on years of experience
designing CNN architectures, researchers choose BEV rep-
resentations to closely resemble the appearance of natural
images so as to maximally utilize the downstream CNNs,
which happen to be designed for natural images. Hence,
initial BEV representations created top-down projections of
the point clouds. Recently, variants of the initial BEV at-
tempt to encode each pixel in the BEV with rich different
heights [38], reflection [28] and even learned representa-
tions [16]. However, one thing remained unchanged: the
BEV methods used a Cartesian grid partition as shown in
Fig. 3(a).

A grid is the fundamental image representation, but it
may not be the best representation for BEV. A BEV is a
compromise between performance and precision. By ob-
serving a BEV image, we immediately notice that points
densely concentrated in the middle grid cells and peripheral
grid cells stay totally empty. Uneven partitioning does not

Figure 4. Grid cell distance from the sensor vs. logarithmically
spaced mean number of points per grid cell. The traditional BEV
representation allocates most of its grid cells to the further end
with few points in them.

only waste computational power, but also limits feature rep-
resentiveness for the center grid cells. Besides, points with
different labels might be assigned to a single cell. The mi-
nor points’ predictions will be suppressed by the majority
in the output since the final prediction is on voxel-level.

3.3. Polar Bird’s-eye-view
How do we address this imbalance? Based on the ring-

like structure presented in the LiDAR scan top-down view,
we present our Polar partitioning replacing the Cartesian
partitioning in Fig. 3.

Instead of quantizing points in a Cartesian coordinate
system, we first calculate each point’s azimuth and radius
on the XY plane with the sensor’s location as the origin.
We then assign points to grid cells based on their quantized
azimuth and radius.

We find the benefit of polar BEV to be twofold. First,
it more evenly distributes the points. To verify this claim,
we computed a statistic on the validation split of the Se-
manticKITTI dataset [1]. As shown in Fig. 4, the points
per polar grid cell is much less than in the Cartesian BEV
when the cell is close to the sensor. This indicates that the
representation for the densely occupied grid is finer. With
the same number of grid cells, the traditional BEV grid cell
has on average 0.7 ± 3.2 points while polar BEV grid cell
has on average 0.7 ± 1.4 points. The difference between
the standard deviations indicates that, overall, the points are
more evenly distributed across the polar BEV grids.

The second benefit of the polar BEV is that the more bal-

• Ring convolution in PolarNet: convolution is performed on the ring neighborhood. Notice that 
 and  are very close to each other and should be convolved together.(r,0) (r,1.99π)
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1.2 Dense Voxels

21

Rasterize 3D Point Cloud into Dense Voxel Representation
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Voxelization
Converting point clouds to voxels

22
How to Voxelize Meshes and Point Clouds in Python [Nikolov, 2022]

• For a 3D point  with features 
, voxelization under voxel size  means 

that the coordinates of point  will be quantized 
to .


• We create a 4D tensor  of size 
, where  is the upper 

bound of  for all . Then, we 
insert the feature  to location  of the 4D 
tensor .


• Note: We assume the lower bound of  is [0, 0, 
0] for simplicity.

p = [x, y, z]
f ∈ ℝC r

p
̂p = [round(

x
r

), round(
y
r

), round(
z
r

)]

V
H × W × D × C [H, W, D]

̂p p ∈ P = {(pi, fi)}
fi ̂pi

V
̂p
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Deep Learning on Voxels
3D CNN on Voxelized Point Cloud

• VoxNet is the early attempt on deep learning on voxel grids.

• The idea is very straightforward: we simply need to generalize 2D 

CNNs to 3D.

23
VoxNet: A 3D Convolutional Neural Network for Real-Time Object Recognition [Maturana and Scherer, IROS 2015]
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Deep Learning on Voxels
3D CNN on Voxelized Point Cloud

24
Volumetric and Multi-View CNNs for Object Classification on 3D Data [Qi et al., CVPR 2016]
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Figure 3. Auxiliary Training by Subvolume Supervision (Sec 4.2). The main innovation is that we add auxiliary tasks to predict class labels
that focus on part of an object, intended to drive the CNN to more heavily exploit local discriminative features. An mlpconv layer is a
composition of three conv layers interleaved by ReLU layers. The five numbers under mlpconv are the number of channels, kernel size
and stride of the first conv layer, and the number of channels of the second and third conv layers, respectively. The kernel size and stride of
the second and third conv layers are 1. For example, mlpconv(48, 6, 2; 48; 48) is a composition of conv(48, 6, 2), ReLU, conv(48, 1, 1),
ReLU, conv(48, 1, 1) and ReLU layers. Note that we add dropout layers with rate=0.5 after fully connected layers.

Data Augmentation Compared with 2D image datasets,
currently available 3D shape datasets are limited in scale
and variation. To fully exploit the design of our networks,
we augment the training data with different azimuth and ele-
vation rotations. This allows the first network to cover local
regions at different orientations, and the second network to
relate distant points at different relative angles.

Multi-Orientation Pooling Both of our new networks are
sensitive to shape orientation, i.e., they capture different
information at different orientations. To capture a more
holistic sense of a 3D object, we add an orientation pooling
stage that aggregates information from different orienta-
tions.

4.2. Network 1: Auxiliary Training by Subvolume

Supervision

We observe significant overfitting when we train the
volumetric CNN proposed by [33] in an end-to-end fashion
(see supplementary). When the volumetric CNN overfits to
the training data, it has no incentive to continue learning.
We thus introduce auxiliary tasks that are closely correlated
with the main task but are difficult to overfit, so that learning
continues even if our main task is overfitted.

These auxiliary training tasks also predict the same ob-
ject labels, but the predictions are made solely on a local
subvolume of the input. Without complete knowledge of
the object, the auxiliary tasks are more challenging, and
can thus better exploit the discriminative power of local
regions. This design is different from the classic multi-
task learning setting of hetergenous auxiliary tasks, which
inevitably requires collecting additional annotations (e.g.,

conducting both object classification and detection [9]).
We implement this design through an architecture shown

in Fig 3. The first three layers are mlpconv (multilayer
perceptron convolution) layers, a 3D extension of the 2D
mlpconv proposed by [23]. The input and output of our
mlpconv layers are both 4D tensors. Compared with the
standard combination of linear convolutional layers and
max pooling layers, mlpconv has a three-layer structure and
is thus a universal function approximator if enough neurons
are provided in its intermediate layers. Therefore, mlpconv
is a powerful filter for feature extraction of local patches,
enhancing approximation of more abstract representations.
In addition, mlpconv has been validated to be more discrim-
inative with fewer parameters than ordinary convolution
with pooling [23].

At the fourth layer, the network branches into two. The
lower branch takes the whole object as input for traditional
classification. The upper branch is a novel branch for
auxiliary tasks. It slices the 512 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 ⇥ 2 4D tensor (2
grids along x, y, z axes and 512 channels) into 2⇥2⇥2 = 8
vectors of dimension 512. We set up a classification task
for each vector. A fully connected layer and a softmax
layer are then appended independently to each vector to
construct classification losses. Simple calculation shows
that the receptive field of each task is 22⇥22⇥22, covering
roughly 2/3 of the entire volume.

4.3. Network 2: Anisotropic Probing

The success of multi-view CNNs is intriguing. multi-
view CNNs first project 3D objects to 2D and then make
use of well-developed 2D image CNNs for classification.
Inspired by its success, we design a neural network archi-

• Subvolume supervision (left): predicting the classification labels from partial voxel feature maps. 
This can help reduce overfitting.


• Orientation pooling (right): CNNs are not rotationally-invariant. Feeding voxels from different angles 
to the network and aggregate the results like in MVCNNs.

Anisotropic Probing
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Figure 4. CNN with Anisotropic Probing kernels. We use an elongated kernel to convolve the 3D cube and aggregate information to a 2D
plane. Then we use a 2D NIN (NIN-CIFAR10 [23]) to classify the 2D projection of the original 3D shape.

tecture that is also composed of the two stages. However,
while multi-view CNNs use external rendering pipelines
from computer graphics, we achieve the 3D-to-2D projec-
tion using network layers in a manner similar to ‘X-ray
scanning’.

Key to this network is the use of an elongated anisotropic
kernel which helps capture the global structure of the 3D
volume. As illustrated in Fig 4, the neural network has two
modules: an anisotropic probing module and a network in
network module. The anisotropic probing module contains
three convolutional layers of elongated kernels, each fol-
lowed by a nonlinear ReLU layer. Note that both the input
and output of each layer are 3D tensors.

In contrast to traditional isotropic kernels, an anisotropic
probing module has the advantage of aggregating long-
range interactions in the early feature learning stage with
fewer parameters. As a comparison, with traditional neu-
ral networks constructed from isotropic kernels, introduc-
ing long-range interactions at an early stage can only be
achieved through large kernels, which inevitably introduce
many more parameters. After anisotropic probing, we use
an adapted NIN network [23] to address the classification
problem.

Our anistropic probing network is capable of capturing
internal structures of objects through its X-ray like projec-
tion mechanism. This is an ability not offered by standard
rendering. Combined with multi-orientation pooling (intro-
duced below), it is possible for this probing mechanism to
capture any 3D structure, due to its relationship with the
Radon transform.

In addition, this architecture is scalable to higher res-
olutions, since all its layers can be viewed as 2D. While
3D convolution involves computation at locations of cubic
resolution, we maintain quadratic compute.

4.4. Data Augmentation and Multi-Orientation

Pooling

The two networks proposed above are both sensitive to
model orientation. In the subvolume supervision method,
different model orientations define different local subvol-
umes; in the anisotropic probing method, only voxels of
the same height and along the probing direction can have

interaction in the early feature extraction stage. Thus it
is helpful to augment the training data by varying object
orientation and combining predictions through orientation
pooling.

Similar to Su-MVCNN [32] which aggregates infor-
mation from multiple view inputs through a view-pooling
layer and follow-on fully connected layers, we sample 3D
input from different orientations and aggregate them in a
multi-orientation volumetric CNN (MO-VCNN) as shown
in Fig 5. At training time, we generate different rotations
of the 3D model by changing both azimuth and elevation
angles, sampled randomly. A volumetric CNN is firstly
trained on single rotations. Then we decompose the net-
work to CNN1 (lower layers) and CNN2 (higher layers)
to construct a multi-orientation version. The MO-VCNN’s
weights are initialized by a previously trained volumetric
CNN with CNN1’s weights fixed during fine-tuning. While
a common practice is to extract the highest level features
(features before the last classification linear layer) of mul-
tiple orientations, average/max/concatenate them, and train
a linear SVM on the combined feature, this is just a special
case of the MO-VCNN.

Compared to 3DShapeNets [33] which only augments
data by rotating around vertical axis, our experiment shows
that orientation pooling combined with elevation rotation

3D
CNN

3D 
CNN1

3D
CNN1

3D
CNN1

Ori-Pooling

3D CNN2

…

…

class prediction class prediction

Figure 5. Left: Volumetric CNN (single orientation input). Right:
Multi-orientation volumetric CNN (MO-VCNN), which takes in
various orientations of the 3D input, extracts features from shared
CNN1 and then pass pooled feature through another network
CNN2 to make a prediction.
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Bottlenecks
Cubically-Growing Memory Consumption

25
Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning [Liu et al., NeurIPS 2019]

Low resolutions lead to significant information loss; high resolutions lead to large GPU memory consumption.

with 8GB GPU memory,

more than 40% information loss
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1.3 Point Set

26

Process 3D Point Cloud as Unordered Set of Points
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PointNet
Directly Processing Point Cloud

27
PointNet: Deep Learning on Point Sets for 3D Classification and Segmentation [Qi et al., CVPR 2017]

• PointNet models point clouds with MLP layers and a symmetric (i.e. permutation-invariant) 
function (such as max pooling).


• T-Net:  a smaller PointNet learns a linear transformation matrix. For input, the intuition is to rotate 
the input point cloud to a canonical view.
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PointNet++
Hierarchical PointNet

28
PointNet++: Deep Hierarchical Feature Learning on Point Sets in a Metric Space [Qi et al., NeurIPS 2017]
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Figure 2: Illustration of our hierarchical feature learning architecture and its application for set
segmentation and classification using points in 2D Euclidean space as an example. Single scale point
grouping is visualized here. For details on density adaptive grouping, see Fig. 3

where � and h are usually multi-layer perceptron (MLP) networks.

The set function f in Eq. 1 is invariant to input point permutations and can arbitrarily approximate any
continuous set function [20]. Note that the response of h can be interpreted as the spatial encoding of
a point (see [20] for details).

PointNet achieved impressive performance on a few benchmarks. However, it lacks the ability to
capture local context at different scales. We will introduce a hierarchical feature learning framework
in the next section to resolve the limitation.

3.2 Hierarchical Point Set Feature Learning

While PointNet uses a single max pooling operation to aggregate the whole point set, our new
architecture builds a hierarchical grouping of points and progressively abstract larger and larger local
regions along the hierarchy.

Our hierarchical structure is composed by a number of set abstraction levels (Fig. 2). At each level, a
set of points is processed and abstracted to produce a new set with fewer elements. The set abstraction
level is made of three key layers: Sampling layer, Grouping layer and PointNet layer. The Sampling
layer selects a set of points from input points, which defines the centroids of local regions. Grouping
layer then constructs local region sets by finding “neighboring” points around the centroids. PointNet
layer uses a mini-PointNet to encode local region patterns into feature vectors.

A set abstraction level takes an N ⇥ (d + C) matrix as input that is from N points with d-dim
coordinates and C-dim point feature. It outputs an N 0 ⇥ (d+ C 0) matrix of N 0 subsampled points
with d-dim coordinates and new C 0-dim feature vectors summarizing local context. We introduce the
layers of a set abstraction level in the following paragraphs.
Sampling layer. Given input points {x1, x2, ..., xn}, we use iterative farthest point sampling (FPS)
to choose a subset of points {xi1 , xi2 , ..., xim}, such that xij is the most distant point (in metric
distance) from the set {xi1 , xi2 , ..., xij�1} with regard to the rest points. Compared with random
sampling, it has better coverage of the entire point set given the same number of centroids. In contrast
to CNNs that scan the vector space agnostic of data distribution, our sampling strategy generates
receptive fields in a data dependent manner.
Grouping layer. The input to this layer is a point set of size N ⇥ (d+ C) and the coordinates of
a set of centroids of size N 0 ⇥ d. The output are groups of point sets of size N 0 ⇥K ⇥ (d + C),
where each group corresponds to a local region and K is the number of points in the neighborhood of
centroid points. Note that K varies across groups but the succeeding PointNet layer is able to convert
flexible number of points into a fixed length local region feature vector.

In convolutional neural networks, a local region of a pixel consists of pixels with array indices within
certain Manhattan distance (kernel size) of the pixel. In a point set sampled from a metric space, the
neighborhood of a point is defined by metric distance.

Ball query finds all points that are within a radius to the query point (an upper limit of K is set in
implementation). An alternative range query is K nearest neighbor (kNN) search which finds a fixed

3

• PointNet++ is a hierarchical version of PointNet. 

• It uses furthest point sampling to downsample the point clouds and kNN (fixed number of 

neighbors) / ball query (fixed distance) to define the neighborhood of each point. PointNet is 
applied within the neighborhood of all the points.
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DGCNN
Understanding point cloud as a graph

29
Dynamic Graph CNN for Learning on Point Clouds [Wang et al., SIGGRAPH 2019]

• Different from PointNet++ which defines the neighborhood of each point in the Euclidean space, 
DGCNN defines the neighborhood in the feature space, and builds the neighbor graph 
dynamically.


• DGCNN does not downsample the input.
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Discussion on PointNet++ and DGCNN
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PointCNN
Learning to permute the neighborhood points and apply a fixed kernel

31
PointCNN [Li et al., NeurIPS 2018]

where � is the permutation matrix for permuting (c,a,b,d) into
(a,b, c,d), then fiii ⌘ fi� can be achieved.

From the analysis of the example in Figure 1, it is clear that, with
ideal X-transformations, X-Conv is capable of taking the point
shapes into consideration, while being independent of point orders.
In practice, we found that the learntX-transformations are far from
ideal, especially in terms of the permutation equivalence aspect.
Nevertheless, PointCNN built with X-Conv is still signi�cantly
better than a direct application of typical convolution on point
cloud, and on par or better than state-of-the-art non-convolutional
neural networks designed for consuming point cloud data, such as
PointNet++ [Qi et al. 2017b].

We explain the detail of X-Conv, as well as PointCNN architec-
tures in Section 3. We show our results on multiple challenging
benchmark datasets and tasks in Section 4, together with abla-
tion experiments and visualizations for better understanding of
PointCNN.

2 RELATEDWORK
Feature Learning from Regular Domains. CNNs were originally

designed for taking advantage of spatially-local correlation in im-
ages [LeCun et al. 1998], which are represented as pixels in 2D reg-
ular grids. Since spatially-local correlation is not only a property of
2D images, but also that of many general data, CNNs have brought
about breakthroughs in processing images, video, speech and au-
dio [LeCun et al. 2015]. There has been work in extending CNNs
to higher dimensional regular domains, such as 3D voxels [Wu
et al. 2015b]. However, as both the input and convolution kernels
are of higher dimensions, the amount of both computation and
memory in�ates dramatically. Octree based approaches have been
proposed to save computation by skipping convolution in empty
space [Riegler et al. 2017; Wang et al. 2017]. The activations are
kept sparse in [Graham and van der Maaten 2017] to retain sparsity
in convolved layers. Nevertheless, the kernels themselves are still
dense and of high dimension in these approaches. Sparse kernels
are proposed in [Li et al. 2016], but this approach cannot be ap-
plied recursively for learning hierarchical features. Compared with
these methods, PointCNN is sparse in both input representation
and convolution kernels.

Feature Learning from Irregular Domains. Stimulated by the rapid
advances and demands in 3D sensing, there has been quite a few
recent developments in feature learning from 3D point cloud. Point-
Net [Qi et al. 2017a] and Deep Sets [Zaheer et al. 2017] proposed to
achieve input order invariance by the use of symmetric function
over inputs. PointNet++ [Qi et al. 2017b] applies PointNet hierarchi-
cally for better capturing of local structures. In contrast, PointCNN
uses X-Conv in the local feature extraction stage, while PointNet
is max-pooling based, and is shown to perform better on various
tasks. Besides point cloud, sparse data in irregular domains can be
represented as graphs, or meshes, and a line of work have been
proposed for feature learning from such representations [Maron
et al. 2017; Monti et al. 2017; Yi et al. 2017a]. We refer the interested
reader to [Bronstein et al. 2017] for a comprehensive survey of
work along these directions.
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Figure 2: Hierarchical convolution from regular grids (up-
per) and point cloud (lower). In regular grids, convolution
operator is recursively applied on local grid patches, which
often reduces the spatial resolution of the grids (4 ⇥ 4 !
3 ⇥ 3 ! 2 ⇥ 2), while increases their channel number (visu-
alized by the dots’ thickness). Similarly, in point cloud, X-
Conv is recursively applied to “project”, or “aggregate”, in-
formation from neighborhoods into less and less represen-
tative points (9 ! 5 ! 2), but each with richer information
(again, visualized by the dots’ thickness).

Invariance vs. Equivariance. While symmetric function based
approaches ([Dieleman et al. 2016; Qi et al. 2017a; Ravanbakhsh
et al. 2016; Zaheer et al. 2017]) have theoretical guarantee in terms
of achieving order invariance, they come with a price of throw-
ing away information. Hinton et al. proposed a line of pioneering
work for addressing this problem through equivariance, rather
than invariance [Hinton et al. 2011; Sabour et al. 2017]. The X-
transformations in our formulation, ideally, are capable of realizing
equivariance, and are demonstrated to be e�ective in practice. We
also found similarity between PointCNN and Spatial Transformer
Networks (STNs) [Jaderberg et al. 2015], in the sense that both of
them provided a mechanism to “transform” input into latent canon-
ical forms for being further processed. And similar to STNs, though
there is no explicit loss or constraint in PointCNN for enforcing
the canonicalization, in practice, it turns out that the networks �nd
their ways to leverage the mechanism for learning better. Note that,
in PointCNN, the X-transformation is supposed to serve for both
weighting and permutation, thus is modelled as a general matrix.
This is di�erent than that in [Cruz et al. 2017], where a permuta-
tion matrix is the desired output, and is approximated by a doubly
stochastic matrix.

3 PointCNN
The hierarchical application of convolution operator is essential to
CNNs for learning hierarchical representation. PointCNN shares
the same design, and generalizes it to point cloud. In this section, we
�rstly introduce hierarchical convolution in PointCNN, in analogy
to that image CNNs, then explain the core X-Conv operator in
detail, and �nally present PointCNN architectures for classi�cation
and segmentation tasks.
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Figure 3: The process for converting point coordinates to features. Neighboring points are transformed
to the local coordinate systems of the representative points (a and b). The local coordinates of each
point are then individually lifted and combined with the associated features (c).

{p1,i} and F2 is of a smaller spatial resolution and deeper feature channels than F1, i.e., N2 < N1,
and C2 > C1. When the X -Conv process of turning F1 into F2 is recursively applied, the input points
with features are “projected”, or “aggregated”, into fewer points (9 ! 5 ! 2 in Figure 2 lower), but
each with increasingly richer features (visualized by increasingly thicker dots in Figure 2 lower).

The representative points {p2,i} should be the points that are beneficial for the information “projection”
or “aggregation”. In our implementation, they are generated by random down-sampling of {p1,i} in
classification tasks, and farthest point sampling in segmentation tasks, since segmentation tasks are
more demanding on a uniform point distribution. We suspect some more advanced point selections
which have shown promising performance in geometry processing, such as Deep Points [51], could
fit in here as well. We leave the exploration of better representative point generation methods for
future work.

3.2 X -Conv Operator

X -Conv is the core operator for turning F1 into F2. In this section, we first introduce the input, output
and procedure of the operator, and then explain the rationale behind the procedure.

ALGORITHM 1: X -Conv Operator
Input :K, p, P, F
Output :Fp . Features “projected”, or “aggregated”, into representative point p
1: P0  P� p . Move P to local coordinate system of p
2: F�  MLP�(P

0) . Individually lift each point into C� dimensional space
3: F⇤  [F�,F] . Concatenate F� and F, F⇤ is a K ⇥ (C� + C1) matrix
4: X  MLP(P0) . Learn the K ⇥K X -transformation matrix
5: FX  X ⇥ F⇤ . Weight and permute F⇤ with the learnt X
6: Fp  Conv(K,FX ) . Finally, typical convolution between K and FX

To leverage spatially-local correlation, similar to convolution in grid-based CNNs, X -Conv operates
in local regions. Since the output features are supposed to be associated with the representative
points {p2,i}, X -Conv takes their neighborhood points in {p1,i}, as well as the associated features,
as input to convolve with. For simplicity, we denote a representative point in {p2,i} as p, the
features with p as f and its K neighbors in {p1,i} as N, thus the X -Conv input for this specific p is
S = {(pi, fi) : pi 2 N}. Note that S is an unordered set. Without loss of generality, S can be cast
into a K ⇥Dim matrix P = (p1, p2, ..., pK)T , and a K ⇥ C1 matrix F = (f1, f2, ..., fK)T , and K
denotes the trainable convolution kernels. With these inputs, we would like to compute the features
Fp, which are the “projection”, or “aggregation”, of the input features into the representative point p.
We detail the X -Conv operator in Algorithm 1, and summarize it concisely as:

Fp = X�Conv(K, p,P,F) = Conv(K,MLP(P� p)⇥ [MLP�(P� p),F]), (2)

where MLP�(·) is a multilayer perceptron applied individually on each point, as in PointNet [33].
Note that all the operations involved in building X -Conv, i.e., Conv(·, ·), MLP(·), matrix multiplica-
tion (·)⇥ (·), and MLP�(·), are differentiable. Accordingly. X -Conv is differentiable, and can be
plugged into a neural network for training by back propagation.

Lines 4-6 in Algorithm 1 are the core X -transformation as described in Eq. 1b in Section 1. Here,
we explain the rationale behind lines 1-3 of Algorithm 1 in detail. X -Conv is designed to work
on local point regions, and the output should not be dependent on the absolute position of p and

4

• PointNet, PointNet++, DGCNN are all based on symmetric functions. 

• In PointCNN, the authors attempt to permute the k-nearest neighborhood points into a canonical 

order with learned permutation matrix and apply regular 1D convolution kernels to aggregate 
the neighbor features.

𝒳
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PointConv: Deep Convolutional Networks on 3D Point Clouds [Wu et al., CVPR 2019]
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Figure 3. PointConv. (a) shows a local region with the coordinates of points transformed from global into local coordinates, p is the
coordinates of points, and f is the corresponding feature; (b) shows the process of conducting PointConv on one local region centered
around one point (p0, f0). The input features come form the K nearest neighbors centered at (p0, f0), and the output feature is Fout at p0.
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Figure 4. Feature encoding and propagation. This figure shows
how the features are encoded and propagated in the network for
a m classes segmentation task. n is the number of points in each
layer, c is the channel size for the features. Best viewed in color.

Because the inverse density scale does not have such mem-
ory issues, the following discussion mainly focuses on the
weight function.

Specifically, let B be the mini-batch size in the training
stage, N be the number of points in a point cloud, K be
the number of points in each local region, Cin be the num-
ber of input channels, and Cout be the number of output
channels. For a point cloud, each local region shares the
same weight functions which can be learned using MLP.
However, weights computed from the weight functions at
different points are different. The size of the weights filters
generated by the MLP is B⇥N ⇥K⇥ (Cin⇥Cout). Sup-
pose B = 32, N = 512, K = 32, Cin = 64, Cout = 64,
and the filters are stored with single point precision. Then,
the memory size for the filters is 8GB for only one layer.
The network would be hard to train with such high mem-
ory consumption. [33] used very small network with few
filters which significantly degraded its performance. To re-
solve this problem, we propose a memory efficient version
of PointConv based on the following lemma:
Lemma 1 The PointConv is equivalent to the following for-
mula: Fout = Conv1⇥1(H, (S · Fin)T ⌦M) where M 2
RK⇥Cmid is the input to the last layer in the MLP for com-
puting the weight function, and H 2 RCmid⇥(Cin⇥Cout) is
the weights of the last layer in the same MLP, Conv1⇥1 is
1⇥ 1 convolution.
Proof: Generally, the last layer of the MLP is a linear layer.
In one local region, let eFin = S · Fin 2 RK⇥Cin and

rewrite the MLP as a 1 ⇥ 1 convolution so that the out-
put of the weight function is W = Conv1⇥1(H,M) 2
RK⇥(Cin⇥Cout). Let k is the index of the points in a lo-
cal region, and cin, cmid, cout are the indices of the in-
put, middle layer and the filter output, respectively. Then
W(k, cin) 2 RCout is a vector from W. And the
H(cmid, cin) 2 RCout is a vector from H. According to
Eq.(4), the PointConv can be expressed in Eq.(5).

Fout =
K�1X

k=0

Cin�1X

cin=0

(W(k, cin)eFin(k, cin)) (5)

Let’s explore Eq.(5) in a more detailed manner. The out-
put of the weight function can be expressed as:

W(k, cin) =
Cmid�1X

cmid=0

(M(k, cmid)H(cmid, cin)) (6)

Substituting Eq.(6) into Eq.(5).

Fout =
K�1X

k=0

Cin�1X

cin=0

(eFin(k, cin)

Cmid�1X

cmid=0

(M(k, cmid)H(cmid, cin)))

=

Cin�1X

cin=0

Cmid�1X

cmid=0

(H(cmid, cin)
K�1X

k=0

(eFin(k, cin)M(k, cmid)))

= Conv1⇥1(H, eFT
inM) (7)

Thus, the original PointConv can be equivalently re-
duced to a matrix multiplication and a 1 ⇥ 1 convolution.
Figure 5 shows the efficient version of PointConv.

In this method, instead of storing the generated filters in
memory, we divide the weights filters into two parts: the
intermediate result M and the convolution kernel H . As we
can see, the memory consumption reduces to Cmid

K⇥Cout
of the

original version. With the same input setup as the Figure 3
and let Cmid = 32, the memory consumption is 0.1255GB,
which is about 1/64 of the original PointConv.

5. Experiments
In order to evaluate our new PointConv network, we con-

duct experiments on several widely used datasets, Model-

• PointCNN uses static weight and learns dynamic permutation for the neighborhood points. 
PointConv learns dynamic weights according to feature differences and point densities, while 
still uses symmetric functions to perform the reduction.
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KPConv: Flexible and Deformable Convolution for Point Clouds [Thomas et al., ICCV 2019]

Figure 2. Comparison between an image convolution (left) and a KPConv (right) on 2D points for a simpler illustration. In the image, each
pixel feature vector is multiplied by a weight matrix (Wk)k<K assigned by the alignment of the kernel with the image. In KPConv, input
points are not aligned with kernel points, and their number can vary. Therefore, each point feature fi is multiplied by all the kernel weight
matrices, with a correlation coefficient hik depending on its relative position to kernel points.

case, we define an explicit convolution kernel, like image
convolutions, whose weights are directly learned, without
the intermediate representation of a MLP. Our design also
offers a straightforward deformable version, as offsets can
directly be applied to kernel points.
Point convolution networks. Some very recent works also
defined explicit convolution kernels for points, but KPConv
stands out with unique design choices.

Pointwise CNN [14] locates the kernel weights with
voxel bins, and thus lacks flexibility like grid networks.
Furthermore, their normalization strategy burdens their net-
work with unnecessary computations, while KPConv sub-
sampling strategy alleviates both varying densities and com-
putational cost.

SpiderCNN [45] defines its kernel as a family of poly-
nomial functions applied with a different weight for each
neighbor. The weight applied to a neighbor depends on the
neighbor’s distance-wise order, making the filters spatially
inconsistent. By contrast, KPConv weights are located in
space and its result is invariant to point order.

Flex-convolution [10] uses linear functions to model its
kernel, which could limit its representative power. It also
uses KNN, which is not robust to varying densities as dis-
cussed above.

PCNN [2] design is the closest to KPConv. Its definition
also uses points to carry kernel weights, and a correlation
function. However, this design is not scalable because it
does not use any form of neighborhood, making the convo-
lution computations quadratic on the number of points. In
addition, it uses a Gaussian correlation where KPConv uses
a simpler linear correlation, which helps gradient backprop-
agation when learning deformations [7].

We show that KPConv networks outperform all compa-
rable networks in the experiments section. Furthermore, to
the best of our knowledge, none of the previous works ex-
perimented a spatially deformable point convolution.

3. Kernel Point Convolution
3.1. A Kernel Function Defined by Points

Like previous works, KPConv can be formulated with
the general definition of a point convolution (Eq. 1), in-
spired by image convolutions. For the sake of clarity, we
call xi and fi the points from P 2 RN⇥3 and their cor-
responding features from F 2 RN⇥D. The general point
convolution of F by a kernel g at a point x 2 R3 is defined
as:

(F ⇤ g)(x) =
X

xi2Nx

g(xi � x)fi (1)

We stand with [13] advising radius neighborhoods to
ensure robustness to varying densities, therefore, Nx =�

xi 2 P kxi � xk 6 r
 

with r 2 R being the chosen
radius. In addition, [38] showed that hand-crafted 3D point
features offer a better representation when computed with
radius neighborhoods than with KNN, and we believe that
that having a consistent domain for g helps the network to
learn meaningful representations.

The crucial part in Eq. 1 is the definition of the ker-
nel function g, which is where KPConv singularity lies. g
takes the neighbors positions centered on x as input. We
call them yi = xi � x in the following. As our neighbor-
hoods are defined by a radius r, the domain of definition
of g is the ball B3

r =
�
y 2 R3 | kyk 6 r

 
. Like image

convolution kernels (see Figure 2 for a detailed compari-
son between image convolution and KPConv), we want g
to apply different weights to different areas inside this do-
main. There are many ways to define areas in 3D space,
and points are the most intuitive as features are also local-
ized by them. Let {exk | k < K} ⇢ B3

r be the kernel points
and {Wk | k < K} ⇢ RDin⇥Dout be the associated weight
matrices that map features from dimension Din to Dout.
We define the kernel function g for any point yi 2 B3

r as :

Figure 9. Convolutional blocks used in our architectures. Both
rigid (top) and deformable (bottom) KPConv use resnet con-
nections, batch normalization and leaky ReLU. Optional blocks:
shortcut max pooling(1) is only needed for strided KPConv, and
shortcut 1x1 convolution(2) is only needed when Din 6= 2D.

regularization loss is added to the output loss with a multi-
plicative factor of 0.1.
KP-FCNN training. We also use a Momentum gradient
Descent optimizer to minimize a point-wise cross-entropy
loss, with a batch size of 10, a momentum of 0.98 an ini-
tial learning rate of 10�2. The same learning rate schedule
is used and no dropout is used. Among all experiments,
the network needs 400 epochs at most to converge. For
real scene segmentation, we can generate any number of in-
put spheres, so we define an epoch as 500 optimizer steps,
which is equivalent to 5000 spheres seen by the network.
The same deformable regularization loss is used.
Model sizes and speeds. Table 3 shows the statistics of
our models on different datasets. First we notice that KP-
FCNN and KP-CNN have similar number of parameters,
because the decoder part of KP-FCNN only involves light
1x1 convolution. We see that the running speeds are dif-
ferent from one dataset to another, which is not surprising.
Indeed, the number of operations performed during a for-
ward pass of our network depends on the number of points
of the current batch, and the maximum number of neigh-

MN40 SNP Scannet Sem3D

Avg pts/elem 6800 2370 8950 3800
Avg pts/batch 109K 38K 90K 38K

Params rigid 15.2M 15.0M 14.9M 14.9M
deform 14.3M 14.2M 14.1M 14.1M

Training rigid 3.5 5.5 4.3 8.8
(batch/s) deform 3.1 4.3 3.9 7.1

Inference rigid 8.7 16.7 9.3 17.5
(batch/s) deform 8.0 12.2 8.1 15.0

Table 3. Model statistics on 4 datasets: ModelNet40, ShapeNet-
Part, Scannet, Semantic3D.

bors of these points. Our models have been prototyped with
a RTX 2080Ti in this experiment, which explains the slight
difference with the Titan Xp used in the main paper.

B. Kernel Points Initialization
Our KPConv operates in a ball, and requires kernel

points regularly placed in this domain. There is no obvi-
ous regular disposition of points in a sphere, so we chose to
solve this issue by translating it into an optimization prob-
lem. The problem is simple, we want the K points exk to be
as far from each other as possible inside a given sphere. We
thus assign a repulsive potential to each point:

8x 2 R3, Erep
k (x) =

1

kx� exkk
(9)

And add an attractive potential to the sphere center to avoid
them diverging indefinitely:

8x 2 R3, Eatt(x) = kxk2 (10)

The problem then consists of minimizing the global energy:

Etot =
X

k<K

0

@Eatt(exk) +
X

l 6=k

Erep
k (exl)

1

A (11)

The solution is found by gradient descent with the points
initialized randomly and some optional constraints. In our
case, we fix one of the points at the center of the sphere. For
some values of K (listed in Table 4), the points converge to
a unique stable disposition. Those stable dispositions are

Figure 10. Illustration of the kernel points in stable dispositions.

• KPConv is similar to PointConv. The main difference is that the dynamic weights are generated 
through interpolation from kernel weights, instead of using MLP layers. Thus, the weight generation 
process is far more efficient compared with KPConv.


• Right: 6 equally-distance kernel points on a sphere with given radius (the neighborhood radius) and 
the sphere center. The kernel for each neighborhood point is a distance-weighted sum of kernel 
weights.
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Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning [Liu et al., NeurIPS 2019]

Up to 80% of the time is wasted on structuring the irregular data, not on the actual feature extraction.
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RandLA-Net: Efficient Semantic Segmentation of Large-Scale Point Clouds [Hu et al., CVPR 2020]

（b）（a）
Figure 5. Time and memory consumption of different sampling
approaches. The dashed lines represent estimated values due to
the limited GPU memory.

downsampled by five steps with only 25% points be-
ing retained in each step on a single GPU i.e. a four-
fold decimation ratio. This means that there are only
⇠ (1/4)5 ⇥ 103 points left in the end. This downsam-
pling strategy emulates the procedure used in Point-
Net++ [38]. For each sampling approach, we sum up
its time and memory consumption for comparison.

• Group 2/3/4. The total number of points are in-
creased towards large-scale, i.e., around 104, 105 and
106 points respectively. We use the same five sampling
steps as in Group 1.

Analysis. Figure 5 compares the total time and memory
consumption of each sampling approach to process different
scales of point clouds. It can be seen that: 1) For small scale
point clouds (⇠ 103), all sampling approaches tend to have
similar time and memory consumption, and are unlikely to
incur a heavy or limiting computation burden. 2) For large-
scale point clouds (⇠ 106), FPS/IDIS/GS/CRS/PGS are ei-
ther extremely time-consuming or memory-costly. By con-
trast, random sampling has superior time and memory ef-
ficiency overall. This result clearly demonstrates that most
existing networks [38, 29, 54, 32, 64, 60] are only able to be
optimized on small blocks of point clouds primarily because
they rely on the expensive sampling approaches. Motivated
by this, we use the efficient random sampling strategy in our
RandLA-Net.

4.2. Efficiency of RandLA-Net
In this section, we systematically evaluate the overall ef-

ficiency of our RandLA-Net on real-world large-scale point
clouds for semantic segmentation. Particularly, we evalu-
ate RandLA-Net on SemanticKITTI [3] dataset, obtaining
the total time consumption of our network on Sequence
08 which has 4071 frames of point clouds in total. We
also evaluate the time consumption of recent representa-
tive works [37, 38, 29, 23, 48] on the same dataset. For

Total time
(seconds)

Parameters
(millions)

Maximum inference
points (millions)

PointNet (Vanilla) [37] 192 0.8 0.49
PointNet++ (SSG) [38] 9831 0.97 0.98

PointCNN [29] 8142 11 0.05
SPG [23] 43584 0.25 -

KPConv [48] 717 14.9 0.54
RandLA-Net (Ours) 176 0.95 1.15

Table 1. The computation time, network parameters and maximum
number of input points of different approaches for semantic seg-
mentation on Sequence 08 of SemanticKITTI [3] dataset.

a fair comparison, we feed the same number of points (i.e.,
81920) from each scan into each neural network.

In addition, we also evaluate the memory consumption of
RandLA-Net and the baselines. In particular, we not only
report the total parameters of each network, but also mea-
sure the maximum number of 3D points each network can
take as input in a single pass to infer per-point semantics.
Note that, all experiments are conducted on the same ma-
chine with an AMD 3700X @3.6GHz CPU and an NVIDIA
RTX2080Ti GPU.

Analysis. Table 1 quantitatively shows the total time
and memory consumption of different approaches. It can
be seen that, 1) SPG [23] has the lowest number of net-
work parameters, but takes the longest time to process the
point clouds due to the expensive geometrical partitioning
and super-graph construction steps; 2) PointNet++ [38] and
PointCNN [29] are also computationally expensive mainly
because of the FPS sampling operation; 3) PointNet [37]
and KPConv [48] are unable to take extremely large-scale
point clouds (e.g. 106 points) in a single pass due to their
memory inefficient operations. 4) Thanks to the simple ran-
dom sampling together with the efficient MLP based local
feature aggregator, our RandLA-Net takes the shortest time
(translating to 23 frames per second) to infer the semantic
labels for each large-scale point cloud (up to 106 points).

4.3. Semantic Segmentation on Benchmarks
In this section, we evaluate the semantic segmentation of

our RandLA-Net on three large-scale public datasets: the
Semantic3D [16], SemanticKITTI [3], and S3DIS [2].
(1) Evaluation on Semantic3D. The Semantic3D dataset
[16] consists of 15 point clouds for training and 15 for on-
line testing. Each point cloud has up to 108 points, covering
up to 160⇥240⇥30 meters in real-world 3D space. The raw
3D points belong to 8 classes and contain 3D coordinates,
RGB information, and intensity. We only use the 3D coor-
dinates and color information to train and test our RandLA-
Net. Mean Intersection of Union (mIoU) and Overall Ac-
curacy (OA) of all classes are used as the standard metrics.
For fair comparison, we only include the results of recently
published strong baselines [4, 46, 47, 40, 63, 50, 23] and the

• Downsampling time can scale very quickly as number of points grows.

• Furthest-point sampling layers can be quite expensive in point cloud networks, random sampling 

can be a good approximation.

(2) Point Based Networks. Inspired by Point-
Net/PointNet++ [37, 38], many recent works introduced so-
phisticated neural modules to learn per-point local features.
These modules can be generally classified as 1) neighbour-
ing feature pooling [28, 19, 64, 63], 2) graph message pass-
ing [51, 42, 49, 50, 5, 20, 30], 3) kernel-based convolution
[43, 18, 54, 26, 21, 22, 48, 33], and 4) attention-based ag-
gregation [55, 62, 60, 36]. Although these networks have
shown promising results on small point clouds, most of
them cannot directly scale up to large scenarios due to their
high computational and memory costs. Compared with
them, our proposed RandLA-Net is distinguished in three
ways: 1) it only relies on random sampling within the net-
work, thereby requiring much less memory and computa-
tion; 2) the proposed local feature aggregator can obtain
successively larger receptive fields by explicitly considering
the local spatial relationship and point features, thus being
more effective and robust for learning complex local pat-
terns; 3) the entire network only consists of shared MLPs
without relying on any expensive operations such as graph
construction and kernelisation, therefore being superbly ef-
ficient for large-scale point clouds.

(3) Learning for Large-scale Point Clouds. SPG [23]
preprocesses the large point clouds as super graphs to learn
per super-point semantics. The recent FCPN [39] and PCT
[7] apply both voxel-base and point-based networks to pro-
cess the massive point clouds. However, both the graph par-
titioning and voxelisation are computationally expensive. In
constrast, our efficient RandLA-Net is end-to-end trainable
without requiring any additional pre/post-processing steps.

3. RandLA-Net
3.1. Overview

As illustrated in Figure 2, given a large-scale point cloud
with millions of points spanning up to hundreds of meters,
to process it with a deep neural network inevitably requires
those points to be progressively and efficiently downsam-
pled in each neural layer, without losing the useful point
features. In our RandLA-Net, we propose to use the simple
and fast approach of random sampling to greatly decrease
point density, whilst applying a carefully designed local fea-
ture aggregator to retain prominent features. This allows the
entire network to achieve an excellent trade-off between ef-
ficiency and effectiveness.
3.2. The quest for efficient sampling

Existing point sampling approaches [38, 29, 15, 12, 1,
54] can be roughly classified into heuristic and learning-
based approaches. However, there is still no standard sam-
pling strategy that is suitable for large-scale point clouds.
Therefore, we analyse and compare their relative merits and
complexity as follows.

Local Feature 
Aggregation

Random 
Sampling

𝑁~105 𝑁~102

Local Feature 
Aggregation

Random 
Sampling

Figure 2. In each layer of RandLA-Net, the large-scale point cloud
is significantly downsampled, yet is capable of retaining features
necessary for accurate segmentation.

(1) Heuristic Sampling
• Farthest Point Sampling (FPS): In order to sample

K points from a large-scale point cloud P with N
points, FPS returns a reordering of the metric space
{p1 · · · pk · · · pK}, such that each pk is the farthest point
from the first k � 1 points. FPS is widely used in
[38, 29, 54] for semantic segmentation of small point
sets. Although it has a good coverage of the entire point
set, its computational complexity is O(N2). For a large-
scale point cloud (N ⇠ 106), FPS takes up to 200 sec-
onds to process on a single GPU. This shows that FPS is
not suitable for large-scale point clouds.

• Inverse Density Importance Sampling (IDIS): To sample
K points from N points, IDIS reorders all N points ac-
cording to the density of each point, after which the top
K points are selected [15]. Its computational complexity
is approximately O(N). Empirically, it takes 10 seconds
to process 106 points. Compared with FPS, IDIS is more
efficient, but also more sensitive to outliers. However, it
is still too slow for use in a real-time system.

• Random Sampling (RS): Random sampling uniformly se-
lects K points from the original N points. Its computa-
tional complexity is O(1), which is agnostic to the total
number of input points, i.e., it is constant-time and hence
inherently scalable. Compared with FPS and IDIS, ran-
dom sampling has the highest computational efficiency,
regardless of the scale of input point clouds. It only takes
0.004s to process 106 points.

(2) Learning-based Sampling
• Generator-based Sampling (GS): GS [12] learns to gen-

erate a small set of points to approximately represent the
original large point set. However, FPS is usually used in
order to match the generated subset with the original set
at inference stage, incurring additional computation. In
our experiments, it takes up to 1200 seconds to sample
10% of 106 points.

• Continuous Relaxation based Sampling (CRS): CRS ap-
proaches [1, 60] use the reparameterization trick to relax
the sampling operation to a continuous domain for end-
to-end training. In particular, each sampled point is learnt
based on a weighted sum over the full point clouds. It re-
sults in a large weight matrix when sampling all the new
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1.4 Sparse Voxels

36
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Sparse Voxels
Store voxel grids as point clouds, not dense 4D tensor

37
How to Voxelize Meshes and Point Clouds in Python [Nikolov, 2022]

• Dense voxels: 
• We create a 4D tensor  of size , where 

 is the upper bound of voxelized coordinates. 
Memory cost is .


• Sparse voxels: 
• Only quantize the coordinates of the point clouds, and still 

store the data sparsely. The memory cost is , where 
 is the number of points.


• Why sparse voxels instead of point clouds? 
• Integer coordinates can make neighborhood query easier.

V H × W × D × C
[H, W, D]

H × W × D × C

N × C
N

https://efficientml.ai
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Sparse convolution on sparse voxels

38
Submanifold Sparse Convolutional Neural Networks [Graham, BMVC 2015]

Conventional Convolution

Input sparsity 
from ReLU

Nonzeros 
will dilate

Sparse Convolution

Input sparsity from 
the distribution in 
physical space

Nonzeros 
will not 
dilate

~0.01%
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MinkowskiNet
Generalizing 2D CNNs to 3D sparse CNNs

39

Algorithm 4 GPU Sparse Tensor AvgPooling

Input: mapping M = (I,O), features F , one vector 1
SM = coo2csr(row=O, col=I, val=1)
F

0 = cusparse_csrmm(SM , F )
N = cusparse_csrmv(SM , 1)
return F

0
/N

to the features F . Also, for batch normalization, as each
row of F represents a feature, we could use the 1D batch
normalization function directly on F .

5. Minkowski Convolutional Neural Networks
In this section, we introduce 4-dimensional spatio-

temporal convolutional neural networks for spatio-temporal
perception. We treat the time dimension as an extra spatial
dimension and create networks with 4-dimensional convo-
lutions. However, there are unique problems arising from
high-dimensional convolutions. First, the computational cost
and the number of parameters in the networks increase ex-
ponentially as we increase the dimension. However, we
experimentally show that these increases do not necessarily
lead to better performance. Second, the networks do not
have an incentive to make the prediction consistent through-
out the space and time with conventional cross-entropy loss
alone.

To resolve the first problem, we make use of a special
property of the generalized sparse convolution and propose
non-conventional kernel shapes that not only save memory
and computation, but also perform better. Second, to enforce
spatio-temporal consistency, we propose a high-dimensional
conditional random field (7D space-time-color space) that
filters network predictions. We use variational inference to
train both the base network and the conditional random field
end-to-end.

5.1. Tesseract Kernel and Hybrid Kernel
The surface area of 3D data increases linearly to time and

quadratically to the spatial resolution. However, when we
use a conventional 4D hypercube, or a tesseract (Fig. 2), for
a convolution kernel, the exponential increase in the number
of parameters leads to over-parametrization, overfitting, as
well as high computational-cost and memory consumption.
Instead, we propose a hybrid kernel (non-hypercubic, non-
permutohedral) to save computation. We use the arbitrary
kernel offsets ND of the generalized sparse convolution to
implement the hybrid kernel.

The hybrid kernel is a combination of a cross-shaped ker-
nel a conventional cubic kernel (Fig. 3). For spatial dimen-
sions, we use a cubic kernel to capture the spatial geometry
accurately. For the temporal dimension, we use the cross-
shaped kernel to connect the same point in space across time.

We experimentally show that the hybrid kernel outperforms
the tesseract kernel both in speed and accuracy.

Cross Hypercross Cube Hypercube Hybrid

Figure 3: Various kernels in space-time. The red arrow
indicates the temporal dimension and the other two axes are
for spatial dimensions. The third spatial dimension is hidden
for better visualization.

5.2. Residual Minkowski Networks
The generalized sparse convolution allows us to define

strides and kernel shapes arbitrarily. Thus, we can create
a high-dimensional network only with generalized sparse
convolutions, making the implementation easier and generic.
In addition, it allows us to adopt recent architectural in-
novations in 2D directly to high-dimensional networks. To
demonstrate, we create a high-dimensional version of a resid-
ual network on Fig. 4. For the first layer, instead of a 7⇥ 7
2D convolution, we use a 5⇥5⇥5⇥1 generalized sparse con-
volution. However, for the rest of the networks, we follow
the original network architecture.

For the U-shaped variants, we add multiple strided sparse
convolutions and strided sparse transpose convolutions with
skip connections connecting the layers with the same stride
size (Fig. 5) on the base residual network. We use multiple

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 256

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 64

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 64

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 64

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 64

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 128

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 128

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 128

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 128

Sparse Conv 5×5×5×1, 64

pool

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 256

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 256

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 256

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 512

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 512

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 512

Sparse Conv 3×3×3+3, 512

Linear

Conv 3×3, 256

Conv 3×3, 64

Conv 3×3, 64

Conv 3×3, 64

Conv 3×3, 64

Conv 3×3, 128

Conv 3×3, 128

Conv 3×3, 128

Conv 3×3, 128

Conv 7×7, 64

pool

Conv 3×3, 256

Conv 3×3, 256

Conv 3×3, 256

Conv 3×3, 512

Conv 3×3, 512

Conv 3×3, 512

Conv 3×3, 512

Linear

Figure 4: Architecture of ResNet18 (left) and MinkowskiNet18
(right). Note the structural similarity. ⇥ indicates a hypercubic
kernel, + indicates a hypercross kernel. (best viewed on display)
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Sparse convolution is inefficient on GPUs
Bottleneck is data movement and mapping due to sparsity and irregularity

40
TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]

5%
4%

44%

47%

7%
12%

15%

23%

43%

Data Movement GEMM Mapping 2D/NMS Misc.

Semantic Segmentation  Object Detection
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1.5 Octree

41
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Octree
A compact and recursive representation for 3D data

• Octree is a data structure that recursively divides the 3D space into finer granularity voxel grids. It 
has different voxel resolution at different spatial locations. Lower voxel resolution is used for less 
informative areas.

42
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Octree 
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OctNet
Deep learning on Octrees

43

OctNet: Learning Deep 3D Representations at High Resolutions [Riegler et al., CVPR 2017]

O-CNN: Octree-based Convolutional Neural Networks for 3D Shape Analysis [Wang et al., ToG 2018] 

OctNet: Learning Deep 3D Representations at High Resolutions

Gernot Riegler1 Ali Osman Ulusoy2 Andreas Geiger2,3
1Institute for Computer Graphics and Vision, Graz University of Technology

2Autonomous Vision Group, MPI for Intelligent Systems Tübingen
3Computer Vision and Geometry Group, ETH Zürich

riegler@icg.tugraz.at {osman.ulusoy,andreas.geiger}@tue.mpg.de

Abstract

We present OctNet, a representation for deep learning

with sparse 3D data. In contrast to existing models, our rep-

resentation enables 3D convolutional networks which are

both deep and high resolution. Towards this goal, we ex-

ploit the sparsity in the input data to hierarchically parti-

tion the space using a set of unbalanced octrees where each

leaf node stores a pooled feature representation. This al-

lows to focus memory allocation and computation to the

relevant dense regions and enables deeper networks without

compromising resolution. We demonstrate the utility of our

OctNet representation by analyzing the impact of resolution

on several 3D tasks including 3D object classification, ori-

entation estimation and point cloud labeling.

1. Introduction

Over the last several years, convolutional networks have
lead to substantial performance gains in many areas of com-
puter vision. In most of these cases, the input to the network
is of two-dimensional nature, e.g., in image classification
[18], object detection [35] or semantic segmentation [13].
However, recent advances in 3D reconstruction [33] and
graphics [21] allow capturing and modeling large amounts
of 3D data. At the same time, large 3D repositories such as
ModelNet [47], ShapeNet [6] or 3D Warehouse1 as well as
databases of 3D object scans [7] are becoming increasingly
available. These factors have motivated the development of
convolutional networks that operate on 3D data.

Most existing 3D network architectures [8,29,34,47] re-
place the 2D pixel array by its 3D analogue, i.e., a dense and
regular 3D voxel grid, and process this grid using 3D con-
volution and pooling operations. However, for dense 3D
data, computational and memory requirements grow cubi-

cally with the resolution. Consequently, existing 3D net-
works are limited to low 3D resolutions, typically in the
order of 303 voxels. To fully exploit the rich and detailed

1https://3dwarehouse.sketchup.com
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(a) Layer 1: 323 (b) Layer 2: 163 (c) Layer 3: 83

Figure 1: Motivation. For illustration purposes, we
trained a dense convolutional network to classify 3D shapes
from [47]. Given a voxelized bed as input, we show the
maximum response across all feature maps at intermediate
layers (a-c) of the network before pooling. Higher activa-
tions are indicated with darker colors. Voxels with zero
activation are not displayed. The first row visualizes the
responses in 3D while the second row shows a 2D slice.
Note how voxels close to the object contour respond more
strongly than voxels further away. We exploit the sparsity
in our data by allocating memory and computations using a
space partitioning data structure (bottom row).

geometry of our 3D world, however, much higher resolution
networks are required.

In this work, we build on the observation that 3D data is
often sparse in nature, e.g., point clouds, or meshes, result-
ing in wasted computations when applying 3D convolutions

13577
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1.6 Hybrid

44
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Point-Voxel CNN
Memory operations are expensive

45
Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning [Liu et al., NeurIPS 2019]

Off-chip DRAM access is much 
more expensive than arithmetic 

operation!

Random memory access is 
inefficient due to the potential bank 

conflicts!
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Bottlenecks of point and voxel-based methods 

46
Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning [Liu et al., NeurIPS 2019]

Computational Overheads 
(the lower the better)

with 8GB GPU memory,

more than 40% information loss
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Point-Voxel CNN

47
Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning [Liu et al., NeurIPS 2019]

Devoxelize

Normalize

Voxelize

Fuse

Point-Based Feature Transformation (Fine-Grained)

Voxel-Based Feature Aggregation (Coarse-Grained)

Multi-Layer Perceptron

Convolve

• Insights for PVCNN:

• Voxel-based branch has better regularity and no irregular access / dynamic kernel cost for 

convolution, it is a better choice for neighborhood information aggregation.

• Point-based branch can keep high resolution and alleviate the information loss in voxelization
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Point-Voxel CNN

48
Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning [Liu et al., NeurIPS 2019]

Features from Voxel-Based Branch:

Features from Point-Based Branch:
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Point-Voxel CNN is fast and accurate

49
Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning [Liu et al., NeurIPS 2019]

(a) Accuracy vs Latency Tradeoff (b) Accuracy vs Memory Tradeoff
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Demos for Indoor 3D Segmentation

50
Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning [Liu et al., NeurIPS 2019]

PointNet 
GPU Memory: 1.9 GB 

Time: 1.9 sec

PVCNN (ours) 
GPU Gemory: 1.2 GB 

Time: 1.0 sec

Input Scene Ground TruthInput Scene Ground Truth

PointNet 
GPU Memory: 1.9 GB 

Time: 1.9 sec

PVCNN (ours) 
GPU Memory: 1.2 GB 

Time: 1.0 sec
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Limitation of Point-Voxel Convolution
Voxelization in PVConv can introduce information loss

51
Searching Efficient 3D Architectures with Sparse Point-Voxel Convolution [Tang et al., ECCV 2020]

Voxelized SceneInput Scene
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Point-Voxel Convolution (PVConv)

52
Point-Voxel CNN for Efficient 3D Deep Learning [Liu et al., NeurIPS 2019]

Devoxelize

Normalize

Voxelize

Fuse

Multi-Layer Perceptron

Convolve
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Sparse Point-Voxel Convolution (SPVConv)

53
Searching Efficient 3D Architectures with Sparse Point-Voxel Convolution [Tang et al., ECCV 2020]

Sparse

Devoxelize

Sparse

Voxelize

Fuse

Multi-Layer Perceptron

Sparse

Convolve

Normalize
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Sparse Point-Voxel Convolution (SPVConv)

54
Searching Efficient 3D Architectures with Sparse Point-Voxel Convolution [Tang et al., ECCV 2020]

person

person cyclist

trunk

trunk
traffic sign

Features from Point-Based Branch:
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3D Neural Architecture Search with SPVConv

55
Searching Efficient 3D Architectures with Sparse Point-Voxel Convolution [Tang et al., ECCV 2020]

Evolutionary Architecture 
Search

t=10ms

target = 12ms

target = 8ms
Re-
sample
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…
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Range-Point-Voxel Convolution (RPVConv)
Adding range image inputs to SPVConv

56
RPVNet: A Deep and Efficient Range-Point-Voxel Fusion Network for LiDAR Point Cloud Segmentation [Xu et al., ICCV 2021]
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Efficient Point Cloud Recognition and Perception
BEVFusion: multi-task, multi-sensor fusion

57
BEVFusion: Multi-Task Multi-Sensor Fusion with Unified Bird's-Eye View Representation [Liu et al., arXiv 2022]

• Multiple tasks: detecting the vehicles and 
pedestrians, segmenting the lanes and drivable 
regions, etc


• Multiple sensors: camera produces dense images, 
and LiDAR produces sparse point clouds


• Two branches of dataflow: one dense branch for 
camera, one sparse branch for LiDAR

Camera 
x 10

LiDAR 
x 5

Radar 
x 6

Camera 
Features

LiDAR Feat. 
(in BEV)

Camera Feat. 
(in BEV)

BEV Map Segmentation

3D Object DetectionLiDAR 
Features

Fused BEV 
Features

LiDAR Point Cloud

Multi-View RGB Images

Task-Specific Heads

…

Flatten 
(along z-axis)

Camera-to-BEV 
View Transform

Camera 
Encoder

LiDAR 
Encoder

BEV 
Encoder

Dense

Sparse
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BEVFusion ranks 1st on Waymo leaderboard
As of Nov 9th, 2022

59
BEVFusion: Multi-Task Multi-Sensor Fusion with Unified Bird's-Eye View Representation [Liu et al., arXiv 2022]
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Revisiting 3D Representations
Sparse convolution is dominant in real-world applications.

60

1.3 Point Cloud:

Irregular access and 

dynamic kernel 
overhead

1.1 Multi-view images:

Losing information

1.2 Voxels: Not scalable

1.4 Sparse voxels: high 

accuracy, good scalability, 
widely used, but good 

system support needed!

1.5 Octree: challenging to 
define convolution on 

octrees. 

Not widely used recently.

Vo
xe

lize

Voxelize

Projection
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2. System Support

61
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Sparse convolution on sparse voxels

62
Submanifold Sparse Convolutional Neural Networks [Graham, BMVC 2015]

Conventional Convolution

Input sparsity 
from ReLU

Nonzeros 
will dilate

Sparse Convolution

Input sparsity from 
the distribution in 
physical space

Nonzeros 
will not 
dilate

~0.01%
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A sparse set of dense MMA, with rules defined by maps
Sparse convolution computation

Conventional Convolution Sparse Convolution

(P0, Q0, W1,1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

Computation 
(fOut = fOut + fIn  WWgt) for 

each entry in the maps
×

No compute

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
63
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A sparse set of dense MMA, with rules defined by maps
Sparse convolution computation

Conventional Convolution Sparse Convolution

(P0, Q0, W1,1)
(P0, Q1, W1,0)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

Computation 
(fOut = fOut + fIn  WWgt) for 

each entry in the maps
×

No compute
No compute

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
64
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A sparse set of dense MMA, with rules defined by maps
Sparse convolution computation

Conventional Convolution Sparse Convolution

(P0, Q0, W1,1)
(P0, Q1, W1,0)
(P0, Q2, W1,-1)Maps 

(In, Out, Wgt)

Computation 
(fOut = fOut + fIn  WWgt) for 

each entry in the maps
×

No compute
No compute
No compute

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
65
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A sparse set of dense MMA, with rules defined by maps
Sparse convolution computation

Conventional Convolution Sparse Convolution

(P0, Q0, W1,1)
(P0, Q1, W1,0)
(P0, Q2, W1,-1)
(P0, Q3, W0,1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

Computation 
(fOut = fOut + fIn  WWgt) for 

each entry in the maps
×

No compute
No compute
No compute
No compute

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
66
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A sparse set of dense MMA, with rules defined by maps
Sparse convolution computation

Conventional Convolution Sparse Convolution

(P0, Q0, W1,1)
(P0, Q1, W1,0)
(P0, Q2, W1,-1)
(P0, Q3, W0,1)
(P0, Q4, W0,0)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

Computation 
(fOut = fOut + fIn  WWgt) for 

each entry in the maps
×

No compute
No compute
No compute
No compute
(P0, Q0, W0,0)

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
67
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A sparse set of dense MMA, with rules defined by maps
Sparse convolution computation

Conventional Convolution Sparse Convolution

(P0, Q0, W1,1)
(P0, Q1, W1,0)
(P0, Q2, W1,-1)
(P0, Q3, W0,1)
(P0, Q4, W0,0)
(P0, Q5, W0,-1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

Computation 
(fOut = fOut + fIn  WWgt) for 

each entry in the maps
×

No compute
No compute
No compute
No compute
(P0, Q0, W0,0)
No compute

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
68
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A sparse set of dense MMA, with rules defined by maps
Sparse convolution computation

Conventional Convolution Sparse Convolution

(P0, Q0, W1,1)
(P0, Q1, W1,0)
(P0, Q2, W1,-1)
(P0, Q3, W0,1)
(P0, Q4, W0,0)
(P0, Q5, W0,-1)
(P0, Q8, W-1,1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

Computation 
(fOut = fOut + fIn  WWgt) for 

each entry in the maps
×

No compute
No compute
No compute
No compute
(P0, Q0, W0,0)
No compute
No compute

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
69
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A sparse set of dense MMA, with rules defined by maps
Sparse convolution computation

Conventional Convolution Sparse Convolution

(P0, Q0, W1,1)
(P0, Q1, W1,0)
(P0, Q2, W1,-1)
(P0, Q3, W0,1)
(P0, Q4, W0,0)
(P0, Q5, W0,-1)
(P0, Q8, W-1,1)
(P0, Q9, W-1,0)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

Computation 
(fOut = fOut + fIn  WWgt) for 

each entry in the maps
×

No compute
No compute
No compute
No compute
(P0, Q0, W0,0)
No compute
No compute
No compute

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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A sparse set of dense MMA, with rules defined by maps
Sparse convolution computation

Conventional Convolution Sparse Convolution

(P0, Q0, W1,1)
(P0, Q1, W1,0)
(P0, Q2, W1,-1)
(P0, Q3, W0,1)
(P0, Q4, W0,0)
(P0, Q5, W0,-1)
(P0, Q8, W-1,1)
(P0, Q9, W-1,0)

(P0, Q10, W-1,-1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

Computation 
(fOut = fOut + fIn  WWgt) for 

each entry in the maps
×

No compute
No compute
No compute
No compute
(P0, Q0, W0,0)
No compute
No compute
No compute

(P0, Q1, W-1,-1)

9 matrix multiplications 2 matrix multiplications
TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]

71
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Weight-stationary computation, separate matmul for different weights
Existing GPU implementation of sparse convolution

Workload

(P0, Q1, W-1,-1)
(P3, Q4, W-1,-1)
(P1, Q3, W-1,0)
(P0, Q0, W0,0)
(P1, Q1, W0,0)
(P2, Q2, W0,0)
(P3, Q3, W0,0)
(P4, Q4, W0,0)
(P3, Q1, W1,0)
(P1, Q0, W1,1)
(P4, Q3, W1,1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

P0
P3

w-1,-1

Q0
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4

PSUM1
PSUM4

Input Features Input Buffer Weight Partial Sum Output Features

f1 = f1 + f0  W-1,-1 

f4 = f4 + f3  W-1,-1

×
×

5  Cin×
2  Cin× Cin  Cout× 2  Cout×

5  Cout×

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Weight-stationary computation, separate matmul for different weights
Existing GPU implementation of sparse convolution

Workload

(P0, Q1, W-1,-1)
(P3, Q4, W-1,-1)
(P1, Q3, W-1,0)
(P0, Q0, W0,0)
(P1, Q1, W0,0)
(P2, Q2, W0,0)
(P3, Q3, W0,0)
(P4, Q4, W0,0)
(P3, Q1, W1,0)
(P1, Q0, W1,1)
(P4, Q3, W1,1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

w-1,0

Q0
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4

Input Features Input Buffer Weight Partial Sum Output Features

5  Cin×
1  Cin× Cin  Cout× 1  Cout×

5  Cout×

P1 PSUM3

f3 = f3 + f1  W-1,0×

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Weight-stationary computation, separate matmul for different weights
Existing GPU implementation of sparse convolution

Workload

(P0, Q1, W-1,-1)
(P3, Q4, W-1,-1)
(P1, Q3, W-1,0)
(P0, Q0, W0,0)
(P1, Q1, W0,0)
(P2, Q2, W0,0)
(P3, Q3, W0,0)
(P4, Q4, W0,0)
(P3, Q1, W1,0)
(P1, Q0, W1,1)
(P4, Q3, W1,1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

w-1,-1

Q0
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4

Input Features Input Buffer Weight Partial Sum Output Features

5  Cin× Cin  Cout×
1  Cout×

5  Cout×

w0,0

Q0
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4

PSUM0
PSUM1
PSUM2
PSUM3
PSUM4

5  Cin× 5  Cout×

fi = fi + fi  W0,0 

i = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4
×

Note: maps for W0,0 contains all entries.
TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Weight-stationary computation, separate matmul for different weights
Existing GPU implementation of sparse convolution

Workload

(P0, Q1, W-1,-1)
(P3, Q4, W-1,-1)
(P1, Q3, W-1,0)
(P0, Q0, W0,0)
(P1, Q1, W0,0)
(P2, Q2, W0,0)
(P3, Q3, W0,0)
(P4, Q4, W0,0)
(P3, Q1, W1,0)
(P1, Q0, W1,1)
(P4, Q3, W1,1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

w1,0

Q0
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4

Input Features Input Buffer Weight Partial Sum Output Features

5  Cin×
1  Cin× Cin  Cout× 1  Cout×

5  Cout×

P3 PSUM1

f1 = f1 + f3  W1,0×

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Weight-stationary computation, separate matmul for different weights
Existing GPU implementation of sparse convolution

Workload

(P0, Q1, W-1,-1)
(P3, Q4, W-1,-1)
(P1, Q3, W-1,0)
(P0, Q0, W0,0)
(P1, Q1, W0,0)
(P2, Q2, W0,0)
(P3, Q3, W0,0)
(P4, Q4, W0,0)
(P3, Q1, W1,0)
(P1, Q0, W1,1)
(P4, Q3, W1,1)

Maps 
(In, Out, Wgt)

P1
P4

w1,1

Q0
Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

P0
P1
P2
P3
P4

PSUM0
PSUM3

Input Features Input Buffer Weight Partial Sum Output Features

f0 = f0 + f1  W1,1 

f3 = f3 + f4  W1,1

×
×

5  Cin×
2  Cin× Cin  Cout× 2  Cout×

5  Cout×

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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TorchSparse system overview

SparseConvNets: MinkUNet, CenterPoint, …

TorchSparse APIs:  
spnn.Conv3d, spF.conv3d…

Output Coord. Construction Map Search

PyTorch CUDA Extension

Fused Locality-Aware 
Scatter/Gather

Adaptively  
Grouped MatMul

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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TorchSparse has PyTorch-like APIs

import torchsparse.nn as spnn 
class SparseConvBlock(nn.Sequential): 
    def __init__(self, 
                 in_channels: int, 
                 out_channels: int, 
                 kernel_size: Union[int, list, tuple], 
                 stride: Union[int, list, tuple] = 1, 
                 dilation: int = 1) -> None: 
        super().__init__( 
            spnn.Conv3d(in_channels, 
                        out_channels, 
                        kernel_size, 
                        stride=stride, 
                        dilation=dilation), 
            spnn.BatchNorm(out_channels), 
            spnn.ReLU(True) 
        )

import torch.nn as nn 
class ConvBlock(nn.Sequential): 
    def __init__(self, 
                 in_channels: int, 
                 out_channels: int, 
                 kernel_size: Union[int, list, tuple], 
                 stride: Union[int, list, tuple] = 1, 
                 dilation: int = 1) -> None: 
        super().__init__( 
            nn.Conv2d(in_channels, 
                        out_channels, 
                        kernel_size, 
                        stride=stride, 
                        dilation=dilation), 
            nn.BatchNorm2d(out_channels), 
            nn.ReLU(True) 
        )

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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TorchSparse optimization overview

Matrix-Matrix Multiplication

F0

F1

F2

F3

F4

Input 
Features

F0
F1
F2
F3
F4

PSUM 0
PSUM 1
PSUM 2
PSUM 3
PSUM 4

W0,0× =

F0
F3

F1
pad

PSUM 1
PSUM 4

PSUM 3

W-1,-1

W-1,0

×

×

=

=
F3
pad

F1
F4

PSUM 1

PSUM 0
PSUM 3

W1,0

W1,1

×

×

=

=

F0
F1
F2
F3
F4

Gather 

Adaptive Grouping

Scatter 

Gather Scatter-Accumulate

Output 
Features

Apply BMM

Apply MM

Locality-Aware AccessLocality-Aware Access

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Separate computation (baseline) : many kernel calls, low device utilization
Trading computation for regularity

MM MM MM MM MM MM MM

Separate Computation

Computation overhead

Worst Best

Computation regularity

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Dense convolution: best regularity but large computation overhead
Trading computation for regularity

MM MM MM MM MM MM MM

Separate Computation

BMM (batch=7)

Dense Convolution

Computation overhead

Worst Best

Computation regularity

Computation overhead

Worst Best

Computation regularity

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Computation with grouping:  balancing overhead and regularity
Trading computation for regularity

MM MM MM MM MM MM MM

Separate Computation

BMM (batch=7)

Dense Convolution

MM BMM (batch=4) BMM (batch=2)

Extra computation = 2 / 28 
(Small overhead)

Computation with grouping

Computation overhead

Worst Best

Computation regularity

Computation overhead

Worst Best

Computation regularity

Computation overhead

Worst Best

Computation regularity

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Searching customized strategy for different model and datasets
Trading computation for regularity
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SemanticKITTI
Results on matrix multiplication optimizations

TF
LO

P
/s
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TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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nuScenes: fixed grouping has best TFLOP/s but adaptive grouping is faster
Results on matrix multiplication optimizations

TF
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This is because fixed grouping introduced large amount of redundant computation.
TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Improving the cache hit ratio via reordering memory accesses
Solution: fused and locality-aware scatter-gather

Unique input / output indices for each weight

Cache Hit Cache Miss

P0

P95077

…
P1

W-1,-1,-1 W-1,1,0 W1,0,1

W1,0,1 W1,1,1

W-1,-1,-1 W-1,-1,0
…
P95133 W-1,-1,0 W1,1,1…
P95229 W1,1,0

Input-stationary gather

Q95077

…
Q1

W-1,0,-1 W1,-1,0 W1,1,1

W-1,-1,-1 W1,1,1

W1,1,0 W1,1,1

…
Q95133 W-1,-1,-1 W1,1,0

…

Q95229 W-1,-1,0
Output-stationary scatter

Q0

100% 
hit 

after 
first 
miss

…

W-1,-1,-1 W-1,-1,0 W1,1,1

(P0, Q1)

(P95029, Q95133)

(P3, Q4)

…

(P95077, Q95181)

…

W1,1,0

(P3, Q1)

(P95077, Q95180)

(P4, Q8)

…

(P95133, Q95229)

(P1, Q3)

(P95180, Q95077)

(P8, Q4)

…

(P95229, Q95133)

(P1, Q0)

(P95133, Q95029)

(P4, Q3)

…

(P95181, Q95077)

(a) baseline: weight-stationary 
scatter-gather 

weight-stationary

(b) ours: fused and locality-aware 
scatter-gather

TorchSparse: Efficient Point Cloud Inference Engine [Tang et al., MLSys 2022]
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Trade computation for regularity and reduce memory footprint
Results for TorchSparse Optimizations
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3. Hardware Support

88
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Efficient Point Cloud Recognition and Perception
Accelerating Point Cloud is Challenging

89

• Plenty of accelerators for 2D vision with dense 
inputs, but very limited research investigated 3D 
vision with sparse inputs (point clouds).


• Point clouds are spatially sparse, which is 
fundamentally different from the weight sparsity or 
activation sparsity commonly seen in the 2D 
vision.

Each nonzero input is multiplied with 
all nonzero weights

Each nonzero input is not multiplied 
with all nonzero weights

100%

10%

1%

0.1%

0.01%
D

en
si

ty

ImageNet SemanticKITTI

10000✕

(2D Images) (3D point clouds)

Dense input

0.01% sparse 
input

Empty 
Space

Empty 
Space

Empty Space behind Cars

video source: http://www.semantic-kitti.org/

Previous Accelerators: SCNN, Cambricon-X, Cnvlutin, etc

Previous Accelerators: None!
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Mapping Unit
Diverse Mapping Operations in One Versatile Architecture

90
PointAcc: Efficient Point Cloud Accelerator [Lin et al., MICRO 2021]
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Input 
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Kernel Mapping 
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Mapping Unit
Merge sort can be used to find mappings in sparse convolution

91
PointAcc: Efficient Point Cloud Accelerator [Lin et al., MICRO 2021]
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Mapping Unit
Merge sort can be used to find mappings in sparse convolution

92
PointAcc: Efficient Point Cloud Accelerator [Lin et al., MICRO 2021]
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PointAcc: Speedup and Energy Saving

93
PointAcc: Efficient Point Cloud Accelerator [Lin et al., MICRO 2021]
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Full-Stack Design for Point Cloud Learning
Algorithm-Software-Hardware Co-Design and Efficient Acceleration

94

3D Light-weight Neural-net [PVCNN, NeurIPS’19 Spotlight] 
3D Neural Architecture Search [SPVNAS, ECCV’20]

3D Hardware Accelerator  
[PointAcc, Micro’21]

3D Inference Engine on GPU 
[TorchSparse, MLSys’22]

Hardware

Software

Algorithm
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20 Han Cai, Ji Lin, Yujun Lin, Zhijian Liu, Haotian Tang, Hanrui Wang, Ligeng Zhu, and Song Han
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(a) Voxel-based convolution [206].
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(b) Point-based convolution [173, 232, 283].
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(c) Sparse convolution [56, 98, 99].

Devoxelize

Normalize

Voxelize Voxel 
Conv

Add

Multi-Layer Perceptron

Voxel-Based Feature Aggregation (Coarse-Grained)

Point-Based Feature Transformation (Fine-Grained)

(d) Point-voxel convolution [197, 258, 279].

Fig. 11. Overview of di�erent 3D point cloud convolutions, where (a) and (b) are conventional approaches
while (c) and (d) are emerging e�icient approaches.

DNNs composed of point cloud convolution operations. The major challenges for point cloud
convolution are two-folded: large memory footprint introduced by the additional spatial dimension,
and irregular memory access pattern introduced by sparse data format.

Point Cloud Convolution. The general form of point cloud convolution can be written as:

~: =
’

x8 2N(x: )
K(x: , x8 ) ⇥ F (x8 ), (7)

During the convolution, we iterate the center x: over the entire input. For each center, we �rst
index its neighbor x8 in neighborhood N(x: ), then convolve the neighboring features F (x8 ) with
the kernel K(x: , x8 ), and �nally produces the corresponding output ~: .

• Voxel-Based Convolution. Early research on 3D deep learning relies on volumetric representa-
tion to process point cloud data [58, 206, 231, 322, 355] (Figure 11a). The point cloud coordinates
p: are �rst quantized into integers, and the point cloud is converted to the dense tensor represen-
tation via voxelization. Maturana et al. [206] propose to generalize 2D CNNs to vanilla 3D CNNs
to further extract features from the voxel grids. Qi et al. [231] propose subvolume supervision and
anisotropic kernels for 3D CNNs, and systematically analyzed the relationship between 3D CNNs
and multi-view CNNs. Chang et al. [36] further extend 3D CNNs to object segmentation, which
is later improved by VoxSegNet [310] with dilated convolutions and squeeze-and-excitation
operations. Tchapmi et al. [282] propose SEGCloud that uses trilinear interpolation to alleviate
the information loss caused by voxelization. Voxel-based methods enjoy the regular memory
access pattern thanks to the dense volumetric representation. However, the memory footprint of

, Vol. 1, No. 1, Article . Publication date: September 2021.

[PVCNN, NeurIPS’19 Spotlight] 
New design space, new primitive for point cloud

6 H. Tang⇤, Z. Liu⇤, S. Zhao, Y. Lin, J. Lin, H. Wang, and S. Han
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Fig. 3. Overview of 3D Neural Architecture Search (3D-NAS): we first train a super
network composed of multiple SPVConv’s, supporting fine-grained channel numbers
and elastic network depths. Then, we perform the evolutionary architecture search to
obtain the best candidate model under a given computation constraint.

To this end, we propose to use the GPU hash table to accelerate the sparse
voxelization and devoxelization. Specifically, we first construct a hash table for
all activated points in the sparse voxelized tensor S, which can be completed in
O(n) time. After that, we iterate over all points in T , and for each point, we use
its voxelized coordinate as the key to query the corresponding index in the sparse
voxelized tensor. As the lookup over the hash table requires O(1) time [37], this
query step will in total take O(m) time. Therefore, the total time of coordinate
indexing will be reduced from O(mn) to O(m+ n).

Feature Aggregation. We then perform the neighborhood feature aggregation
on the sparse voxelized tensor using a sequence of residual Sparse Convolution
blocks [9]. We parallelize the kernel map operation in Sparse Convolution on GPU
with the same hash table implementation as in sparse voxelization, which o↵ers
1.3⇥ speedup over the implementation from Choy et al . [9]. Note that both our
method and the baseline have been upgraded to this accelerated implementation.

Sparse Devoxelization. With the aggregated features (which are in the form
of sparse tensors), we transform them back to the point-based representation so
that the information from both branches can be fused together. Similar to Liu et
al . [32], we choose to interpolate each point’s feature with its 8 neighbor voxel
grids using trilinear interpolation instead of the näıve nearest interpolation.

Point Transformation and Feature Fusion. In the lower point-based branch,
we directly apply an MLP on each point to extract individual point features. We
then fuse the outputs of two branches with an addition to combine the comple-
mentary information provided. Compared with the vanilla Sparse Convolution,
MLP layers only cost little computation overhead (4% in terms of #MACs) but
introduce important fine details into the information flow (see Figure 5).

[SPVNAS, ECCV’20] 
3D neural architecture search

[PointAcc, Micro’21] 
Hardware accelerator for point cloud

[TorchSparse, MLSys’22] 
GPU library for 3D sparse convolution

Algorithm

Software Hardware
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Summary of Today’s Lecture
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• In this lecture, we introduce: 
• 3D point clouds and 3D data representation: multi-

view images, voxels, point sets, sparse voxels and 
octaves.


• Efficient algorithms for deep learning on 3D data.

• Efficient systems and specialized hardware for point 

cloud processing.

• In the next lecture, we will introduce: 
• Efficient video understanding and GANs.

https://efficientml.ai
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Application-Specific Optimizations for Efficient AI Computing
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Point cloud: 3D spatial redundancy (this lecture) Videos: temporal redundancy

GANs: 2D spatial redundancy NLP: token redundancy

http://semantic-kitti.org

https://efficientml.ai
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